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ICC Needs To Eliminate 
Improper Leasing Practices 
By Certificated Motor Carriers 
Independent truckers (owner-operators) often 
lease their trucks and services to Interstate 
Commerce Commission-certificated carriers in 
return for a percentage of the shipment’s reve- 
nue. They may also contract for shipments 
through truck brokers, who act as middlemen 
between truckers and shippers. GAO con- 
firmed that owner-operators receive a higher 
percentage of a shipment’s total gross revenue 
from truck brokers than they receive from 
certificated carriers, Both GAO and ICC re- 
ceived allegations of improper leasing practices 
on the part of certificated carriers. 

ICC believes the Motor Carrier Act of 1980 
will change leasing and reduce improper prac- 
tices. GAO agrees. However, because it is not 
certain that owner-operators will take advan- 
tage of the provisions of the new act,GAO 
believes ICC needs to monitor leasing practices 
as they evolve under the new legislation. 
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The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy 
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary 
United States Senate 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

As you requested on October 17, 1978, we are reporting 
on the leasing practices of Interstate Commerce Comission- 
certificated motor cl~~~rriers. As r quested, we concentrated 
on determining (1) the extent of leasing in the trucking 
industry, (2) the differences, if any, in services rendered 
to owner-operators by certificated carriers and those 
rendered by agticultural brokers, and (3) the reasonableness 
of the fees charged for those services. This report rec- 
ommends that the Chairman, fnterstate Commerce Commission, 
monitor leasing practices as they evolve under the Motor 
Carrier Act of 1980, to assure that impcoper leasing 
practices by certificated motor carriers are eliminated. 

The Interstate Commetce Commission reviewed a draft 
of this report and generally agreed with its contents and 
recommendation. 

As alranged with your office, we are sending copies 
of this report to the Chairman, Interstate Commerce Com- 
mission; the Secretaries of Transportation and Agriculture; 
the Director, Office of Management and Budget; the Presi- 
dent, American Trucking Associations; the President, 
Association of American Railreads; appropriate Senate and 
House committees; and other interested parties. 

Sincerely yag33, 

Acting Comptroller- General 
of the United States 





COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S REPORT ICC NERDS TO ELIMINATE 
TO THE CHAIRMAN IMPROPER LEASING PRACTICES 
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY BY CERTIFICATED MOTOR 
UNITED STATES SENATE CARRIERS 

DIGEST ----_I- 

"bea9kfng" in the trucking industry is an 
arrange'nent under which a carrier with 
an Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC} 
certificate contracts with an independent" 
noncertificated trucker (owner-operator) 
to haul regulated freight on rautes which 
only the certificated carrier may 
legally serve. In return for allowing 
owner-operators to use their certificates, 
the certificated carrier retains a percent- 
age of the gross revenue generated by the 
particular haul@ often amounting to 25-35 
percent. 

(GAO was requested to determine 

--the extent of leasing in the trucking 
indulsrtry; 

--the differences, if any, in services 
rendered to owner-operators by 
ICC-certificated carriers and 
thos'e rendered by agricultural 
brokers: and' 

--the reasonableness of the fees charged 
for those services. 

Available information indicates that about 
31 percent of the total miles operated by 
ICC-certificated motor carriers with annual 
gross operating revenues of more than 
$500,000 were leased during 1979. (see p. 8.) 

GAO used two approaches to determine 
whether leasing. fees which certificated 
motor carriers charge owner-operators were 
justified by the cost of the services they 
provide. First, (GAO analyzed financial 
data ICC collects from certificated carriers 
to determine whether there were significant 
profitability differences that could be traced 
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to the use of owner-operators. (See p. 11.) 
BMamd'hi, GAG grhhhhred data from truck brokers 
&r$d&l~rb%~ic#W+M carriers to determine 
whether ther&Ylrs significant differences 
in tb'e services provided to owner-operators 
and the costs of providing those services. 
(Seer p. 19.) I 

Neitherapproaeh gave conclusive results. 
The BataICC collects is not detailed enough 
to separzlte certificated carriers' leasing 
ogesaiEio8ns from their other activities, and 
neither~~~tcuc8k brokers nor certificated car- 
riets4~co~u&d provide the cost information 
needed. (Dssa pp. I.2 and 23.) 

$A43 did o on mf irm that owner-operators re- 
oePve ab.,!higher percentage of a shipment's 
total qr!osls revenue from truck brokers 
than they reaeive from certificated car- 
riers> GAO found that truck brokers 
usually charge owner-operators between lo-15 
percent of an unregulated shipment's 
total gross revenue while certificated car- 
riers usually charge at least 25 percent 
for a regulated shipment. (Certificated car- 
riers claim they keep a greater percentage 
of the revenwe because they provide the owner- 
operator with more services and incur more 
costs due to regulation.) Without reliable 
cost data, GAO could not determine whether 
these additional services and costs justify 
all of the difference between the fees 
charged by certificated carriers and truck 
brokers. (See pp. 19 through 24.) 

LRASIEJG AlhJiUSB~S OCCURRED 
UNOI~R ICCIS REGULATION 

Truck brokers and independent owner- 
operators told of improper leasing practices 
that have occurred under ICC's regulation, 
saying that certificated carriers did 
not pay the right amounts, introduced 
hidden charges and deductions at settlement, 
and would not allow drivers the right 
to examine the freight bill upon which 
their share of the revenue is based. 

ICC found many examples of these abuses in 
its studies of leasing practices and their 
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impact on owner-Operators. For example, 
a 1977 XCC study of owner-operator problems 
sNtatmd lrba;& oln,Lg 27 percent of the carriers 
surve,xSd ~paoiWkd: a rated freight bill 
or @MAear im@ummation to the owner-operator 
at me CL MpJmt * Without aslctually seeing 
the freight bill, the owner-operator has 
no prac~ti~l way of knowin:g whether the 
carrier ham impro~perly reduced the amount 
~I.MS by mfBBti~~tin~Q the weight of a given 
shipwmY:, the appropriate rate, or the 
total colmpensation. ICC identified the 
same pmbLm in its 1978 and 1979 studies 
of owner-mperators. (See pp. 29 and 30.) 

In July 1980, the Congress enacted the Motor 
Carrier Act of 1980 which, among other things, 
made it easier for truckers to obtain opera- 
ting authority from ICC and expanded the 
type of traffic owner-operators can legally 
haul. ICC believes that the act will help 
eliminate abusive leasing practices by (1) 
giving owner-operators the opportunity to 
ottain their own operating authority and 
compete directly with existing certificated 
carriers for regulated traffic and (2) im- 
proving the bargaining position of owner- 
operators that want to operate under lease 
to certificated carriers. (See p. 31.) 

GAO agrees with ICC that the new legislation 
may change leasing and eliminate improper 
certificated carrier practices. However, 
because of the evidence that improper leasing 
practices did occur in the past and the 
uncertainty about whether owner-operators 
will take advantage of the provisions of 
the new act, GAO believes that ICC needs 
to monitor leasing practices as they evolve 
under the Motor Carrier Act of 1980. 
(See p. 33.) 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Chairman, Interstate Commerce Commission, 
should monitor leasing practices by collect- 
ing and analyzing the industry data neces- 
sary to determine whether improper leasing 
practices are continuing under the Motor 
Carrier Act of 1980. (See p. 33.) 

Tsar Shaat 
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I~CC~~conw~urrsd with the repo'rt's recommenda- 
ticm Nabnds m&d it will closely monitor 
tbr aa?ffw2td oaf the pirovisions of the! Motor 
Cau'rr'i'@r Ret o'f 1980 on leasing practices,. 

ICC blelisvr& that the provisions of the 
mm liawv combiimed with other actions 
it hm undertaken, should signifi- 
cantly rerdnuce owner-operator problems. 

. 
G'AOI b~@liWms that ICC's actions, when 
cmpl~ee~tlahld, will carry out the report's 
reccmmendation. (See pp. 24 through 27, 
md 33 md 34.) 
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Certificates of plwlblic Provid63 common carriers 
convenience and nec~~sitlty with the authority to 

operate in the regulated 
market and make certain 
services available to 
all shippers. Certificates 
are granted by ICC only 
upon demonstration that an un- 
satisfied public need exists 
for the services to be per- 
formed and that the applicant 
is fit, willing, and able to 
perform it. Certificates ?re 
restrictive as to territory, 
routes, services,and commodi- 
ties to be carried. 

Common carrier A transportation business that 
offers service to the general 
pub1 ic. Interstate coamon car- 
riers must hold a certificate 
issued by ICC that limits 
service to a specific geographi- 
cal area. 

Contract carrier A transportation business that 
offers service to a designated 
group of customers. Interstate 
contract carriers must hold a 
certificate issued by ICC. 

Exemlpt coamodit ies Commodities whose interstate 
movement by truck is not sub- 
ject to ICC regulation. 

Frei)l%t bill Document for a common carrier 
shipment describing the freight, 
its weight, amount of charges 
and taxes, and whether they 
should be collected or have 
been prepaid. 

Less than truckload (LTL) A quantity of freight less than 
that required to qualify for 
of a truckload rate; typically 
less than 10,000 pounds. 



Lease Ati;; arrangement under which an 
ICC-certificated carrier 

I 1 contracts with an owner- 
operator to haul regulated 
freight on routes which 
only the certificated 
carrier may legally serve. 

Owner-operator Generally people who (1) own 
the trucks they drive, 
(2) do not possess ICC operat- 
ing authority, and (3) provide 
intercity, truckload service. 

Private carrier A cosnpany that operates its 
own trucks to transport 
its own freight. 

Ton-mile 

Trip lease 

Truck broker 

Truckload (TL) 

One ton carried 1 mile. A 
measure of the output or work 
done in transportation opera- 
tions. 

A lease arrangement between an 
owner-operator and a certifi- 
cated carrier covering only 
one trip. 

Someone who arranges exempt 
loads between shippers and 
owner-operators (and others), 
usually charging a percentage 
of the revenue from the load 
as a fee. 

Quantity of freight required 
to fill a truck. When used 
in connection with freight 
rates, the quantity of freight 
necessary to qualify a 
shipment for a trkli:kload rate; 
usually over 10,000 pounds. 



CHAPTER 1 

IJJTRQDUCTIQN 

In October 1978, the Chairman, Subcommittee on Anti- 
trust and Mo~nolpoly, Sen#ate Committee on the Judiciary, 
asked us' to deter&ne:: 

--the extent of leasing in the trucking industry. 

--the differences, if anyr in services rendered to 
owner-operators by ICC-certificated carriers and 
thosl@ rendered by agricultural brokeris, 

--the reaaonablanes~s of the fees charged for those 
services as well as any observed disparity. 

L. - 
"Leasing'" in the trucking industry is an arrangement 

under which a certificated carrier contracts with an owner- 
operator (independent, noncertificated trucker) to haul reg- 
ulated freight on routes which only the certificated carrier 
may legally serve. Pn return for allowing owner-operators 
to use their certificates, the certificated carrier retains 
a percentage of the gross revenue generated by the particular 
haul, often amounting to 25-35 percent. The chairman be- 
lieved that the fact that owner-operators may still have 
been able to earn sufficient profit while receiving only 
65-75 percent of the revenue from the load indicated that 
regulated rates may be substantially higher than they would 
be without regulation. (See app. I.) 

STRUCTURE OF THE MQ)TOR CARRIER INDUSTRY 

The interstate motor carrier industry is divided into 
three major segments: (1) regulated carriers, (2) private 
carriers, and (3) exempt carriers. The Interstate Commerce 
Commission (ICC) estimates that total intercity truck move- 
ment by these carriers in 1978 was 602 billion ton-miles. 
Regulated carriers produced 265 billion ton-miles, or about 
44 percent of the total. 

ICC certificates two kinds of regulated carriers: 
common and contract. These carriers are divided into three 
classes based upon revenues lJ as follows: Class I, over $3 
million; Class II, $500,000 to $3 million; and Class III, 

IJSubsequent to our review ICC revised the revenue levels 
as follows: Class I, over $5 million; Class II, $1 million 
to $5 million; and Class III, less than $1 million. 
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less than $5QQ,OOO. Common carriers make certain services 
available ta all shippers and are subdivided into those 
that carry general freight8 specialized goods, and household 
goods. There are more specialized carriers (including house- 
hold goods eamtrhs) than general freight carriers, Spe- 
ciali'xed cemrriersl handle mote tonnage than general freight 
carriers and log approximately an equal, number of miles. 
However, general freight carriers earn two-thirds of industry 
revenue, have two-thirds of the assets and equipment, employ 
almost 80 percent of the people, and earn 70 percent of 
the net Brreclul~~. General freight carriers generally carry 
small shipments in consolidated lots, while specialized 
carriers generally provide point-to-point service in truck- 
lo‘ad lots. Contract cariers, on the other hand, enter into 
continuing contracts with individual shippers and dedicate 
equipment or provide services designed to meet the specific 
needs of those shippers. 

The unregulated sector of the industry accounts for 56 
percent of the total ton-miles and consists of private and 
exempt carriers. Private carriers are mainly the fleets of 
companies that are not primarily in the transportation busi- 
ness. They carry their own commodities and do not offer 
their services for hire. Exempt carriers haul (for hire) 
commodities exempted from regulation by ICC, primarily 
agricultural and horticultural goods. 

ROLE OF THE OWNER-OPERATOR 

Owner-operators are generally people who (1) own the 
trucks they drive, (2) do not possess ICC operating author- 
ity, and (3) provide intercity, truckload service. Most 
industry observers estimate that there are approximately 
100,000 owner-operators and that they provide somewhere 
between 25 and 40 percent of the intercity truck transporta- 
tion in the United States. 

Owner-operators currently work in two distinct mar- 
kets: regulated commodities and exempt commodities. 
Although owner-operators do not possess ICC operating 
rights, they can haul ICC-regulated commodities by using a 
certificated carrier's authority. ICC leasing regulations 
permit owner-operators to lease themselves and their equip- 
ment to an authorized.carrier for a minimum of 30 days. 
Under ICC's leasing rules, certificated carriers may also 
'"trip lease" drivers and equipment to each other, as long 
as the trip is in the direction of a point which the lessee 
is permitted to serve. 
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Owner-opti+atorB can al&o haul exempt commodities, for 
which they arme free tab malke any arrangements the market re- 
quires. &me, owner-qm#~n~~tors choose to solicit exempt freight 
directly from shippers, while others pay a percentage of 
their revenue to towck brokers to solicit freight and for 
other services such as billing and collecting. However, 
if an owner-opratmor is under lease to an ICC-certificated 
carrier #who also ‘can carry exe’mpt goods, the owner-operator 
can legally haul exempt goods only if the carrier,approves. 

Besides1 making it po’ssible for the owner-operator1 to 
haul regulated goods, certificated carriers also provide a 
broad’ range elf bw’siness services. These include prepar- 
ing, publishing, and filing rate tariffs with ICC; 
complying with licensing and other legal requirements; 
rating, billing, anrrl collecting freight charges from cus- 
tomers; complying with safety requirements; negotiating 
claim settlements; purchasing general liability and cargo 
insurance; provid#ing offices, terminals, and equipment; 
dispatching; and so~liciting traffic. Carriers incur costs 
for providing these services tihich they recover by retaining 
a portion of the revenue generated by the haul. This “leas- 
ing fee” is usually computed as a percentage of the haul’s 
total gross revenue, but it can also be a flat rate or com- 
puted in cents per mile depending on the lease agreement. 

Truck brokers secure trucks for shippers and loads for 
truckers and negotiate the transportation rates to be 
charged. Truck brokers also provide many other services 
to owner-operators, similar to certificated carriers. In 
return for these services, the truck broker receives a 
“brokerage fee” which is usually a percentage of the nego- 
tiated transportation charge paid to the trucker but, like 
the certificated carrier leasing fee, it can also be based 
on cents per mile or a flat rate. 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

Our review was directed primarily at determining the 
reasonableness of leasing fees charged independent owner- 
operators by ICC-certificated motor carriers. We used 
two d,ifferent approaches: (1) analyzing existing ICC 
data on certificated motor carriers and (2) collecting 
and analyzing additio'nal data from certificated motor car- 
riers’ and truck brokers. 

In analyzing existing ICC data on certificated motor 
carriers, we used the 1978 motor carrier annual reports filed 
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with ICC and piullbrlilpslb,@d lby the Rae’rican Trucking Associations 
on compuh~r magrmt Ilc: wqm. lFbis data tape contained 
detail& balance ‘sheet, income statement, and operating 
statisltico’ for C$asts; J! aplld Class II certificated 
motor carriherls. 

We e;xaafned financial and operational data from this 
tape to teat whether m~c~lkxar carrier profitability ~1~s di- 
rectly related to motor carriers’ use of independent owner- 
operators. Our hypothesis was that profits would be greater 
for carriers that used large numblers of independ’ent owner- 
operators because these carriers had more opportunities to 
benefit from high leasing fees than would those certificated 
carriers wh’o use@ independent owner-operators less. 

In earryitlg out our analysis, we calculated the arith- 
metic mean of carrier operating revenue, expenses, and net 
income in cents per mile and other measures for 2,090 certi- 
ficated eacrie~rs and tabulated the results by the type of 
commodity hauled egnd extent of owner-operator use. (See app. 
IV for detenils~ of tabulation analysis.) We also us’ed the 
statistical technique .of multiple regression analysis to 
estimate the significance of owner-operator use in deter- 
mining the revenues, various ‘expenses, and income of 1,588 
certificated carriers. (See app. V for details of regression 
analysis. ) 

Our analysis of existing ICC data proved inconclusive 
because of two basic limitations. First, carriers file 
only aggregate financial and operational data with ICC, 
and thus the information on the data tape could not separate 
carrier profit, revenue, and expenses incurred in leasing 
operations from other activities. Second, there are sig- 
nificant differences in the operations of carriers who use 
owner-operators extensively and those who mainly use company 
drivers. Carriers who use owner-operators generally haul 
low-rated commodities in truckload lots and do not incur 
the high operating expenses characteristic of less-than- 
truckload operations. Therefore, factors such as revenue 
per load are decidedly different for carriers who use owner- 
operators extensively compared with those who do not. 

Our second approach to the revieti involved collecting 
and analyzing data from certificated carriers who lease 
and truck brokers who use owner-operators to haul exempt 
commodities. By using questionnaires, we planned to col- 
lect data OR the fees charged, costs incurred, and services 
provided to owner-operators and then compare the results 
to determine the reasonableness of the certificated carrier 
leasing fee structure. To obtain a high response rate 



and candid’ answers from carriers’ and brokers, we pledged 
confidentilally t,c thase responding to the questiomnnaire. 

In carrying cut this approach, we: 

--Identified pu wniverse of 1,051 potential truck brokers 
from a nmber of industry publications. Using 
maflgransr we selected 665 firms which were 
headquarters operations still in existence and 
which b’rokered exempt goods during 1979. (See 
agp. II.) 

--Mailed questionnaires to 665 truck brokers request- 
ing both financial and operational data and 
analyzed the results of 288 usable responses. 
(See app. III.) 

--Interviewed and reviewed records and various docu- 
ments of a number of certificated carriers, owner- 
operators, and truck brokers in Maryland, Delaware, 
and Virginia. We also contacted a number of truck- 
ing and related associations including the American 
Trucking Associations, the United Fresh Fruit 
and Vegetable Association, the Western Truck Brokers 
and Exempt Carriers Association, and the Association 
of American Railroads. 

--Interviewed officials from the Department of 
Transportation, the Department of Agriculture, 
and ICC and obtained and reviewed pertinent records, 
regulations, and legislation. 

We did not complete our data collection project from 
certificated carriers for the following reasons. First, 
only 48 percent of the truck brokers responding to our 
questionnaire provided usable data making any projection 
of survey results to the entire population of truck brokers 
unreliable. Second, truck brokers and certificated carriers 
could not provide us with accurate data on the costs they 
incur in providing various services to owner-operators. 
As a result we could not reliably assess whether differences 
in the cost of services provided justified the difference 
in the fees charged owner-operators. Finally, on July 1, 
1980, the Congress passed. the Motor Carrier Act of 1980 
which ICC believes will change certificated carrier leasing 
practices. ICC stated that the new act will make it easier 
for owner-operators to obtain operating authority and 
either compete with existing carriers or improve their 
bargaining position. 
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Throughout thilta review we sought and obltained expert 
assistancze frm the transportation industry, gc~~,Bll~emi~ll~ md 
other Federcal agencies including the Department of Transpor- 
tat ion, the Depairtment of AgricUture, and ICC. 



LElt$Z)W ,TN ,TMB ROTOR CRRRIER INDDSTRY 

Nob’ody knows exactSg bow much leasing occurls throughout 
the motor carrier fn~dos~try. mwever f a~ailablie information 
indicat’es that abmt 31 percent of the total miles operated 
by ICC-cert,ific:ated Class I and Class IX motoar carriers were 
leased during 1979. Most of ‘these miles were reported by 
specialized czarsiers because they haul truckload traffic. 

Our analysis of the financial data ICC collects from 
certificated carriers did not show that profits were higher 
for carriers that wed owner-operators most frequently. 
Data we oollectsd from truck brokers and certificated 
carcriers did confirm that owner-operators received a higher 
percentage of a shiment’s total gross revenue from truck 
brokers than they received from certificated carriers. Cer- 
tificatled carrltars claim thfey kecep a greater percentage of 
the revenue bqcause they provide .the owner-operator with 
more services amid incur more costs due to regulation. 
Because neither truck brokers nor certificated carriers 
could provide us with reliable cost data, we could not 
determine whether these additional services and costs 
justify al1 the difference between fees charged. 

EXTENT OF LEASING IN 
TME M@PCJR CMMW$B INDUSTRY 

ICC requires all Class I and Class II motor carriers to 
KepOKt, among other things, the total number of miles they 
operated during each year in four different categories, 
including 

--total miles in own vehicles; 

--total miles with vehicle and driver rented; 

--total miles in vahicle rented without driver; 

--total miles by rail., water, 01: air. 

The categoKy entitled “tontal miles with vehicle and driver 
rented”’ represents a carrier”s leased miles. It does not, 
however, represent a gr#and total of leased miles for all 
ICC-certificated motor* carriaer#,, because it doses not include 
data On Class III motor CaKKieKS--those r@ceiving annUa1 
revenues of less than $500,000. (See footnote on p. 1.) In 
addition, some Class I and Class II carriers file their 
reports late OK file inconsistent or incomplete data. The 
category also includes miles leased with equipment and driver 
of another certificated carrier, not only owner-operators. 
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Leasing by certificated carriers 

During 1979, 
try,” 

“Trinc’s Blue Book of the Trucking Indus- 
a yearly publication prepared by Trinc Transportation 

Consultants, a Divisionof Dun and Bradstreet, Inc., reported 
that there were ap$h!orfmatzely 2,869 Class I and Class II 
ICC-certificated mator’carriers in the United States. This 
figure included 929 general freight carriers, 1,716 special- 
ized carriees, and 224 carriers of household goods. Tr inc 
uses.certificated carrier annual reports filed with ICC as 
the source of this inftmmtion. These carriers reported 
that in transporting pkoperty they traveled a total of 
&bout 19.5 billion miles of which approximately 6.1 billion, 
or 31 percent, were miles operated by leased vehicles and 
drivers. 

Type of Vehicle Miles Reported by 2,869 
Class ‘I and Cl~llss II Carriers During 1979 

Type of vehicle operated 

Own vehicle 

Number of miles Percentage 

(000 omitted) 

10,574,880 54 

Vehicle rented with driver 6,105,256 31 

Vehicle rented without driver 2,741,116 14 

Rail, water, and air miles 110,629 1 

Total 19,531,881 100 

An examination of total leased miles as a percentage 
of a carrier’s total miles indicates that general freight 
carriers used leased equipment and drivers for about 15 
percent of their miles while household goods carriers 
operated with leased equipment and drivers for almost 92 
percent of their miles. Specialized carriers, who 
generally haul a particular commodity requiring a particular 
type of equipment (for example, tank trucks hauling 
petroleum products), used leased equipment and drivers on 41 
percent of their total miles. 
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Wihs with vehicle Leased milea as a per- 
Type of carrier ad ~‘drivei lews@‘d centage of btctal miles 

(000 omitted) 

General freight 1,353,978 15 

Specialized 4,031,225 41 

Household goods 720,053 92 

The preceding chart also shows that although household 
goods carriers have the highest percentage of leased miles to 
total miles operated I specialized carriers have approximately 
S-112 times more actual leased miles. General freight car- 
riers, while having only a small percentage of leased miles to 
total miles, als80 have considerably more actual leased miles 
than household goods carriers. 

Leafled M,iles by Type of 
Carrier far 1979 

Type of carrier 

General freight 

Specialized carriers 

Household goods 

Total leased miles 

Leas’ed miles 

(000 omitted) 

1,353,978 

4,031,225 

720,053 

6,105,256 

Percent af total 
leased miles 

22 

66 

- 12 

100 Z 

Specialized carriers moving refrigerated and agricultural 
products, and building materials used leased equipment and 
drivers the most during 1979. 
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Type of vehicle IWMJeum Refrigerated Agricultural Wtor Building 
miles operated prtiucts products products vehicles materials 

Own vehicles 55 22 58 74 42 

Rented with 
driver 27 56 35 4 51 

Rented without 
clr ivr?r 18 22 7 22 7 

Total LOO 10’0 100 100 100 c E Z E E 

Correlation of leased miles and 
carrier operations 

As explained in chapter 1, the federally regulated seg- 
ment of trucking can be divided into common carriers and 
contract carriers. Common carriers can be further divided 
into regular-route carriers of general freight and irregular- 
route carriers of a variety of special commodities includ- 
ing household goods, heavy machinery, petroleum, refrig- 
erated products (regulated portion), agricultural products 
(regulated portion), motor vehicles, building materials, 
and others. The regular-route carriers provide service 
between specific points over fixed routes, while irregular- 
route carriers serve general areas. The distinction stems 
from the operating rights granted to the carriers by ICC. 

Special commodities carriers are primarily truckload 
(TL) carriers, while general freight carriers are mainly 
less-than-truckload (LTL) carriers. Carriers that oper- 
ate irregular-route service generally minimize terminal 
(consolidation) operations and concentrate on TL traffic-- 
shipments from one shipper to one consignee large enough 
to fill a truck. ICC has.defined these shipments as 
those over 10,000 pounds. Regular-route carriers typi- 
cally handle LTL shipments. The assembly of LTL shipments 
into lots for economical intercity movement is done at 
terminal facilities at fixed locations and generally im- 
plies a pickup and delivery service for shipments of LTL 
size. 
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Clwner~-op~r&tars ~~p@*~ialkxe in TL traffic. A TL opera- 
tiain rW@Yflr43~l,'n0 N'ffr4kd. iJW@mtEWnt in terminals; no employees 
far load inQ, ~~E8io~lcing~~,,~~~'an~d~ un18aadkng; and little administra- 
tive can~trol, The '~p~~@iavn is essentially a simple one 
of loading ar;t the' ~sh%;ppe~r'~ dock (a task perhaps pecformed 
by t&e shP:j@nksl~ p 's# ~~I~~'~~~~,~ , driving to the,oonsignee, 
and unloadming (wh18'och may b'e performed by the receiver's 
employse9). 

The LTL sector of the regulated commodities market-- 
involvi:ng ex'tensive gicWop, delivery, platform, alnd terminal 
opera!fo'n$w is harndlod almost entirely by unionized cornyany 
drivers'. 

The l~elof owner-olpeKatOr use varies among specialized 
carKiers'l Keflecti~ng the peculiar characteristics' of the com- 
modity. For exdmple, the household goods movement industry 
uses1 ~wnec-o~pe~t~at~~rs frequ8ently because it is highly seasonal 
and does not involve regular routes, which company drivers 
prefer* OithaK exanaples of commodities carried frequently 
by owne*r-operators are bui81ding materials, because industry 
dwnands aK$; sporadic, and agricultural pro'ducts, because 
they are zus8socfated with empty b'ackhauls. Using owner- 
operators allows carriers to expand capacity rapidly at 
little cost and even less financial risk by eliminating 
capital squipme~nt acquisition and maintenance costs, which 
are borne by the oNwneK-operatar. 

On the Other hand, general freight carriers with their 
LTL operations lease equipment and drivers for only about 15 
percent olf their miles. Even this amount probably reflects 
significant special commodity division activity by the 
general freight carriers rather than the use of leased owner- 
operators in their main LTL business. General freight car- 
riers sometimes establish special commodity divisions 
so they can carry traffic at lower rates than they could 
Otherwise offer because of the unionized company driver wage 
structure, which is substantially higher than costs incurred 
by using owner-operators. In order to establish these divi- 
sforls, the carriers usually agree with the union to use owner- 
operators only for certain commodities and to contribute to 
the union health and, welfare payments. 

EFFECTS OF OWNER-OPERATOR USAGE 
CM CBRTIFICATED CARRIER PROFITABILITY 

We analyzed data ICC collects on Class I and Class 
II certificated carrier revenues, expenses, and o'perating 
characteristics, comparing the profitability of groups of 
certificated carriers with the extent they used owner- 
operators. Our hypothesis was that profitability would be 
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ow IrmucLt~a wlera nant c!xmcPusive. The data ICC collects 
is not sufff&eqtly dstaSXed to separate certificated car- 
riers’ leasing opetrations from their other activitfes. There- 
fore, W~II oould not directly determine what revenues and costs 
w~ra attrihmtable to owna-operator leasing and could not 
alccurataly gaugr’re resu5Cting grofitlfl* In addition, the opera- 
tims of wrrK,e~a~ who ag;e corplaolry drivers mos’t of the time 
ara~l sigmlfkcnntly dmjCfEE~rent from the operations of carriers 
who primmily use owner-operators, Owner-operators specialize 
Km TL trafficl censslist:lingr mainly of law-rata8 comm43dfties 
handled by ~~Q~K~~Ks~~ carriers, The large LTL sector 
of the rsgul4esd comodftbes market@ invcrlving extensive 
pickup, &livery, platfom, and terminal operations, 
ks YrrtlldPaslid &most mtkrcerly by unionized company drivers 
employed by gearmsaal co~mmdity carriers. Thus owner-operators 
deal wfth different harriers, haul different commodities, 
gchamoatat different rmmmm 
than campany drivers. 

, ana3 fncur different expenses 

Our indirect analysis of certificated carrier profit- 
. ability did not show that profits were higher for carriers 

that umd owner-operators most fsegu’ently. 

Methodology 

Mee used the American Trucking Associations’ 1978 data tape 
on Class f and CXphss EZ certificated motor carriers containing 
basic financial and operational data reported to ICC by 
3,035 certificaisd carleiers --slightly fewer than the total 
universe bescause smne carriers filed late or not at all. 
This data base did not contain any Class III carriers--those 
receiving annual revenues of less than $500,000. (See foot- 
nate on p. 1.) 

We deleted the following carriers from the original 
data base of 3,035: 

--All household goods carriers. 

--All local carriers. 



--Certain carriarqu an tha basis of commodity hauled. 

Tltlleree deletions’ left us with a revised data base of 2,104 
certificated c~rrie~re9~ which XCC classified as the following 
types of carrfars b~rs~l~eaid~ on thlEt greatest percentage of 
revenue rec8$vd Prpa commditiesi hauled. 

. 
Agrfcultural cammodllties 
Hotor vehicles 
Build fng materials 
Other commodities 

This data baraia was further categorized .by extent of'owner- 
opetrcaa;tor wagceb, We dfrided a carriarts “intercity aPEe?a with 
vehicle; and dr&vter rcntod” by tRe carrier@s “total fnter- 
city BBiles.W TRe following five groups were estabilshed: 

Group 1 = ownsr-operator's drive 0 - 5% of total milies 
Group 2 a o~wlmr-o~~~ator's drive 5 - 30% of total miles 
Group 3 = own~ar-agrtatqris (drive 30 - 60% of total miles 
Group 4 * owfier-operator ‘8 drive 60 - 90% of total miles 
Group 5 = om$r-qmcatmB$ drive 90 - 100% of total; miles 

We! thlen deterrinad how operating revenue, erpen&es, 
and income varied, among these five categories and eight 
commodity gro’ups, We ueed severak profitability indicators 
such as rate of return on revenue , rate of return on equity, 
rate of return on capital, and operating income per hundred 
ton-naileusr . First, we tabulated the data. For example, we 
calcu188atled the average net operating income per hundred 
ton-miles for each of the eight commodity group8 by the five 
owner-omrator use groups. We then compared owner-operator 
use and carrier net’operating income while controlling for 
other factors that coul;d in&huence profits. We controlled 
for other factora by using regression analysis, a statistical 
te’chnique for measuring relationships among variabiles. 

B&idea owner-opsratbr use, other variables whfch 
might affect certificated carrier profitabiity include: 

--Average length of haul (in miles). 
--Average load (in tons}. 
--Total revenuer. 
--ICC region where the carrier is based. 

Total revenue is a measure of a carrier’s size and is in- 
cluded brcauae profitability might be affected by economies 
or diseconomies of scale. We controlled for the region 
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because of possible varidtions in types of roads, regional 
wages, hntmerost rlllaul;as c and such other miscellaneous operat- 
ing characteris:tk:cs aa' empty backhauls. Some factors, such 
as management efficiency, could not be controlled for in the 
regression analys'is, 

Tabulation rsalultsi 

A campari,slr;nn Nollf,, the unadrjusted sta'tistics shows that in 
all eight commodity gc'oups profitablility decreased as owner- 
operator use increased. This result was the opposite of our 
hypothesis, which suggested that profits would be higher 
if owner-operator usle was higher. Table 1 shows the average 
operating income in dollars per hundred ton-mile for the eight 
commodity groups #by level of owner--operator use. Table 2 
presents graphs of three of the commodity groups. Append ix 
IV showa~ the relationship between average operating revenue, 
expenses, and income by five categories of owner-operator 
use for carriers of eight different commo'dities. 

Table 1 

Comparison of Carriers' Average Operatinq Income or Loss 
with Owner-'Operator Usage 

Commodity group O-5 5'--30 30-60 60-96) go-100 

Agricultural 
commodities 

Refrigerated 
products 

Petroleum products 

General freight 

Heavy machinery 

Motor vehicles 

Building 
materials 

0.45 0.12 

0.46 0.37 

1.20 0.58 

1.07 0.18 

0.80 1.34 

0.13 

0.26 

0.95 

0.29 

0.34 0.19 

0.39 0.26 

0.43 0.29 

0.74 0.07 

0.32 0.75 

0.27 0.42 0.27 0.24 0.12 

Other commodities 0.56 0.38 0.44 0.29 0.35 

All groups 0.87 0.45 0.48 0.27 0.27 

Percent of owner-operator miles 

-------(dollars per 100 ton-mile)------- 

0.33 0.30 0.14 -0.54 0.00 
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.IQ PETRQ3hLEWM PRODUCTS 
,i’ 

(4; -i’ 

t;; AtNWCULTURAL PRODWTS 

9% 

PERCENT OF CAiiRlER MILES WITH 
WN’ER AND VEHICLk RENTED 
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Our analysis showed that, generally, revenues per mile 
were highest for the certificated carriers that used owner- 
operators the least. Table 3 shows the average operating 
revenues, 
in thf&e 

tote1 ,~X~~~,~~~ 

% 

r ai@ Xinehaul expenses per mike 
cotiab&$@y,, ,~q,~~;p# 

operators (O-5 pert ‘nt) 
$iS$ c,,prrie,rs that seldami use owner- 

(~0-1~0 FPlcCmt). 
and those that use them frequently 

Dr. D. H. Maister of the Harvard Business School has 
analyz’ed the profitab,Olity of carriers’ that use owner- 
operators and obtdmb slimilar results. He states that 
since owner-operators are more economical to use than union- 
ized drivers, they allow carriers to compete for traffic 
they would not otherwi’se haul. However, while capital invest- 
ment is lower *dr carriers using owner-operators, lower 
profits are also available for the same volume of traffic 
because carriers urhss do not use owner-operators haul higher 
rated commodities and generate more revenue. Dr. Naister 
concludes that it is not the carriers that reap the benefits 
of owner-operator use in the form of higher profits, but 
the shippers in the form of lower freight rates. 

Regression analysis results 

Our regression analysis results were similar to what the 
simpler tabulations showed; profitability was not higher for 
carriers who used owner-operators the most. 
analysis describes how variables are related. 

Regression 
A positive 

number in the results shows that one variable changes 
in the same direction as another. For example, if profits 
were larger for the larger owner-operator users, OK smaller 
for the smaller users, 
signs. 

the results would have positive 
The converse would be a negative relationship; 

for example, 
profits. 

larger owner-operator users would have smaller 

Table 4 shows the relationships between three profi- 
tability ratios and owner-operator use. There are a total 
of 13 minus signs and 11 positive signs, which means that 
the regression analysis more often showed carrier profi- 
tability decreasing as owner-operator use increased rather 
than the opposite. 

Table 4 also indicates whether the relationships are 
statistically significant. 
is signif icant F 

Only one of the positive signs 

ficant. 
while four of the negative signs are signi- 

This factor strengthens the suggestion that profi- 
tability is lower for the carriers who use owner-operators 
most frequently. (App. V provides the technical details of 
our regression analysis, including the regression coefficients 
and all variables considered in the analysis.) 



TABLE 9 
COMPARbMMM OF MAJ01R FlPUM!QAL ACCt3UMTB BY EXTENT OF OWNER- 

QPERATCMV IME, F@RI TMREE $PECIALIZED (rARRIERS 

. .-- 

1.1 

l.oIB 

80 

.76 

.60 

A6 

30 

-16 

REFRI~GERATED PRODUCTS 

AGRlCULlURAL COlMMODlTlES 
1.2Qj~ 

1.05 

0.60 

0.76 

0.60 

0.46 

0.30 

0.15 

0.0 -.- 
0 - 5% 90 - 100% 

PERCEhtThiGE OF CARRIER MILES 
WITH DRIVER AND VEHICLE RENTED 

LEG’EIW 

Ed 
;i;“,C$ TOTAL REVENUE 

fgj 
AVERAGE L?WEHAUL 
EIW’ENOC PER MILE 

AVERAOX NET OPERATING 
WXYt PER MILE 
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Table 4 

General freight 

Heavy mach incry 

No 

No 

Petroleum 
products _ No 

Refrigerated 
w products 
m 

Agricultural 
commodities 

Yes 

Yes 

Motor vehicles + No 

Building 
materials Yes 

Other 
commodities No 

Relationship Between Owner-Operator Usage 
and Various Profitability Ratios 

Rate of return Rate of return Rate of return 
on revenue on capital 

Direction Significant 
on equity 

(note a) (note b) Direction Siqnificant Direction Significant 

NO 

+ NO 

+ No 

No 

f No 

-+ No 

+ No 

NO 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

NO 

NO 

a/ - Indicates profitability measure moves in the opposite direction of percentage of 
owner-operator miles 

f Indicates profitability measure moves in the same direction of percentage of 
owner-operator miles 

* 
bJSignificant at the lo-percent level. (Owner-operator usage is judged important in 

determining the profitability ratio with a risk of being wrong 10 percent of the time.) 



COWPARkS~QM OE’ TRBCR #RaEE;sR AM;r;r CERTIFICATED 
CARRIER J?E:E:S, 8E:RVJ[CESr AND COSTS 

Becawe oulf analysis of existing ICC data was inconclusive, 
we attempted to colle~?lft additional data on fees charged, serv- 
ices provided, p and co’@ts incurred from truck brokers and cer- 
tificated carriers who use owner-operators. We sent ques- 
tionnaires tro $65 truck brokers identified from various 
sources c but t;hle rosponssae rate from our survey was too 
low to reliably project the results to the activities of 
all brokers. an&y 355 (53 percent) of the 665 brokers 
contacted responded to our questionnaire despite repeated 
fallowup?L .Of these respondents, only 288 (48 percent of 
the adjusted universe) provided valid, usable data. In ad- 
dition, neither truck brokers nor certificated carriers were 
able to provide accurate data on the costs they incur 
for the services they provide owner-operators. As a result, 
we could not reliably assess whether the differences 
in the costs of services provided justify the differences 
in the fees charged owner-operatars. ( APps. II and III 
explain our questionnaire methodology in detail. ) 

Comparison af fees 
charged owner-operators 

Our work confirmed that the fees certificated carriers 
charge owner-operators to haul regulated goods are higher 
than the fees charged by truck brokers in the exempt market. 
In our survey of truck brokers, we asked for data on the 
usual broker,age fee brokers charged when they arranged for 
owner-operators to’ haul either regulated or exempt commodities. 

Osut results show that most truck brokers charged owner- 
operators between LO and 15 percent of the gross revenue 
for an exempt load and between 15 and 20 percent for a 
regulated load. 

One hundred of the brokers responding to our ques- 
tionnaire arranged for shipments of regulated goods. Brokers 
can do this in several different ways: 

--Twenty-nine had their own ICC certificate. 

--Forty-three used someone else’s ICC certificate (the 
broker acts as a carrier’s agent). 

--Sixteen used an exemption granted to an agricultural 
cooperative. 

--Twelve used some other arrangement. 
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The following table shows the average brokerage fees 
charged to owner-operators by the 288 truck brokers provid- 
ing usable respolnses to our survey. The fees are weighted 
averages based on a percentage of the haul’s total gross 
revenue. Ninety-nine percent of the brokers that responded 
to our questionnaire used this method to compute their fee. 

Av&ra(rJe Brokerage Pee as a Percentage of 
Revenue Chargod Own&r-Operators During 1979 

Type of fee Regulated Load Exempt load 

(percent) 

Brokerage fee without an 
advance and without a 
trailer 15 10 

Brokerage fee with an 
advance to driver 15 21 

Brokerage fee with a 
broker/shipper-supplied 
trailer 20 13 

Brokerage fee with an 
advance and a trailer 18 15 

Like brokers, most certificated carriers pay owner- 
operators a fixed percentage of the haul’s total gross reve- 
nue. The average owner-operator receives approximately 75 
percent l/ of a load’s revenue for providing the Certificated 
carrier cith driver, tractor, and trailer. However, there are 
significant variations to this percentage. 

ICC studies reported that owner-operators receive from 
50 to 90 percent of the haul’s revenue from the certificated 
carriers, while DCIT studies showed a range of 50 to 80 per- 
cent. These wide variations in compensation are the result 
of many factors, including the type of commodity hauled and 
the extent of the services provided by the carrier to the 

i/This percentage does not include the fuel surcharge in- 
stituted by ICC in 1978 which is paid by carriers directly 
to owner-operators hauling regulated commodities. As of 
November 1980, this fuel surcharge was set at 13 percent of 
a shipment’s revenue for TL shipments and 2.3 percent of 
revenue for LTL shipments. 
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owner-operator. FOllr example # a carrier who needs an owner- 
operator to’ move a low-‘rated commodity might have to offer 
a larger percentage oif gros,s revenue to attract owner- 
operators away frow8causr.iess offering higher rated oommodities. 
Compensation variations can also result from differences 
in the quality of owner-operators. A driver with a record 
of traffic violationo,woluld represent a large insurance 
risk for a carrier ‘timd might have to accept lower compen- 
sation. Some carriers pay all road taxes and permit fees 
and supply personal liability and property damage insurance 
while paying a lower percentage of the revenue to the owner- 
operator. 

Carriers of household goods usually have a low percent- 
age of compensation-- 50 to 60 percent of total gross reve- 
nue--because they rely on agents, who receive between 16 
and 25 percent of the revenue, to solicit traffic and obtain 
drivers. Finally, variations in compensation occur when 
carriers are required by union contract to pay more or less 
than market rates. For example, a specific commodity agree- 
ment, supplemental to the International Brotherhood of Team- 
sters National Master Freight Agreement, stipulates that an 
owner-operator can receive 29 percent of the haul’s gross 
revenue for praviding the driver, an additional 33 percent 
for providing a tractor, and an additional 13 percent for 
providing a trailer. 

Comparison of services L provided owner-operators 

Certificated carriers say they provide considerable serv- 
ices to owner-operators in return for the fees they charge, 
including advances, assistance in obtaining backhauls, safety 
inspections, cargo insurance, personal liability insurance, 
collision insurance, etc. We found that many truck brokers 
appear to provide most of the important services performed 
by certificated carriers for less than half the fee they 
charge. 

Brokers basically provide a market clearing function. 
They put shippers and carriers in contact with each other 
and perform billing and collecting, thus providing the most 
important services certificated carriers provide. In addition, 
brokers often provide owner-operators other services such 
as equipment safety checks; advance money; and information 
on State length, weight, and permit restrictions. Many 
brokers also provide personal liability and property damage 
insurance and cargo insurance. 

In our survey, we provided truck brokers with a list 
of some of the most common services certificated carriers 
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say they provide to leased owner-operators. The following 
tables show how Preqwentlly truck##brokers provided any or 
all of these esartrvice~s to owner-operators when they arranged 
for trips of both regulated and exempt goods. 

Percant of Truck Brokers Offering Services 
EI1waysJ or Rest of the Time to Owner-Operators 

bur inq 19’7~9 

Percent of brokers 
offering service always 

or most of the time 
Services offered by carriers Regulated load Exempt load 

Advances 
Assistance in obtaining backhauls 
Safety inspections 
Cargo insurance 
Personal liability insurance 
Property damage insurance 
Collision insurance 
Workmen’s compensation 
Bookkeeping (billing, 

collecting, etc.) 
Negotiation of claims 
Federal and State reporting 

requirements 
Preparation, publication, and filing 

of rates or tariffs 
Communication network (dis- 

patching, telephones, 
teletypes, etc.) 

Solicitation of traffic (sales) 
State operating requirements 

(permits, fees, licenses, etc.) 
Other services 

69 75 
53 39 
65 26 
60 47 
40 20 
44 23 
15 7 
31 11 

46 22 

41 

94 92 
78 82 

49 
1 

73 
74 

21 

19 
3 

The above table indicates that truck brokers do not 
always provide all the services to owner-operators that cer- 
tificated carriers say they always provide. This factor 
seems to support the certificated carrier’s contention 
that its higher fees are at least partially justified by 
additional services. HowWer, the fact that truck brokers 
can successfully move regulated goods without providing 
owner-operators all of these services suggests that some 
of the services certificated carriers provide may not 
always be needed. 
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Comparison of costs fncurred~ by 
certificated carriers and truck brokers 

Neither truck broker’s nor certificated carriers could 
provide us with accurate data on the costs they incur for 
the services they provide to owner-operators. Truck brokers 
stated that their accounting records would not accurately 
reflect the cost oif particular. services, such as ahisting 
an owner-operator in obtaining a backhaul, because the cost 
for this service would be reflected in communication expenses, 
salaries, and general overhead, not in an account for 
backhaul assistance. However, most brokers contacted during 
our survey estimated that the major expenses they incur are 
for telephones, advances to truckers, and salaries. 

Many brokers mentioned that they have high telephone costs 
because they must frequently contact shippers, drivers, and 
other brokers regarding shipments and rates. Truckers 
also call collect regarding possible loads and may be re- 
quired to telephone enroute regarding location and/or 
equipment breakdowns. 

The cash-flow costs to brokers are also substantial. 
Advances to truckers and payments to truckers when delivery 
receipts are returned often involves substantial amounts 
that the broker will not receive from the consignee for 
varying periods of time. Some brokers stated that they 
feel they are primarily in the finance business. Sal ar ies 
for dispatchers who arrange the loads and clerical employees 
who are responsible for the bookkeeping,also make up a major 
cost in the broker Is operations. These major expenses corre- 
late with the primary services that truck brokers we sur- 
veyed said they provided owner-operators. 

Certificated carriers also told us that accounting and 
costing methods in the industry make it difficult for them 
to directly account for the costs they incur in providing 
various services to owner-operators. Carriers stated that 
many of their cost accounts, such as marketing, did not 
segregate owner-operator operations from other activities. 
If such separations did exist, costs were often allocated 
proportionately to the amount of revenue generated, not by 
actual expenses incurred. 

Certificated carriers do incur costs induced by regula- 
tion that truck brokers working with exempt goods do not, 
Certificated carriers are required by regulation to provide 
safety inspections; obtain minimum levels of cargo insurance; 
report various financial and operational data to ICC: and 
prepare, publish, and file rates and tariffs each year. 
Without reliable cost data we could not determine whether 
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these additional services and costs induced by regulation 
justify the higher fees’ charged by certificated carriers. 
Our study was a series of attempts to try to answer this 
key quest’ion, It was impossible far us to do so. 

CONCLrJSIQNS 

Although about 31 percent of all Class I and Clam II 
certificated carrier miles were leased during 1979, we could 
not concLusiveLy determine whether the leasing fees that 
certificated carriers charge owner-operators were reasonable. 

Our indirect analysis of certificated carrier profit- 
ability did not show that profits were higher for carriers 
that used owner-operators most frequently. However, the ICC 
data we used for this analysis’, which was the best data avail- 
able, was not sufficiently detailed to separate certificated 
carriers’ leasing operations from their other activities. As 
a result, when we looked at such factors as total operating 
revenue or net carrier operating income, we were analyzing 
revenue and profits from all sources, not just what was 
obtained from leasing operations. This data problem, com- 
bined with the fact that the operations of carriers who use 
company drivers most of the time are significantly different 
from the operations of carriers who primarily use owner- 
operators, lead us to conclude that the results of our 
analysis are not conclusive. 

We did confirm that owner-operators receive a higher 
percentage of a shipment’s total gross revenue from truck 
brokers than they receive from certificated carriers. 
Certificated carriers claim they keep a greater percentage 
of a shipment’s revenue because they provide the owner-operator 
with more services. Our work indicated that truck brokers 
did not always provide all the services to owner-operators 
that certificated carriers say they always provide. In ad- 
dition, certificated carriers do incur costs due to regula- 
tion that truck brokers working with exempt goods do not. 
However, neither truck brokers nor certificated carriers 
were able to provide accurate data on the costs they incur 
for the services they provide. Without reliable cost data, 
we could not determine whether these additional services 
and costs induced by regulation justify the higher fees 
charged by certificated carriers. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION 

In commenting on our report, ICC agreed that the percent- 
age of revenue charged owner-operators by certificated car- 
riers could be legitimately higher because of differences in 
services provided or extra regulatory costs. (See app. VII.) 
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However I ICC believes a third possibilit,y may exist 
for calcriers retaining a higheK percentage of a shipment's 
revenue; that is,, the percentage is higher simply because 
ceKtificated c8aKKic~ss eaKn Kevenues which include excess 
profits. 3(X aim fitzutad that the amount of money owner- 
operators KsgeiveIUfKam~ c,e,Ktificated carriels may be equal 
to the amount rece$vrPd from brokers far equal work, but it 
may appear as a smaller percentage of revenue because rates 
and revenue, a’re iaf&ated in the regulated sector. ICC be- 
lieves it c’~nno’t be as’sumed t’hat because the percentage is 
different, the amou~nt of money is different. 

We agre's with ICC that the gossibility.exists' that 
certificated~ cI@KrieKs ,may retain a higher percentage of 
a s8hipmentVsS~ re~nu~e from an owner-operator simply b'ecause 
certificated CXIKE~E~KS earn Kevenues which include excess 
profits. HO~U41Vie s r' OWK 3oKk, which was not conc&usive, 
did not suppoot this conc’lusion. As a result, we did not 
feel that it M&I necessary to point out the fact that the 
possibility of excess profits still exis'ts since we neither 
prove nor disprove this hypothesis. 

We als’o a'gree with ICC that it cannot be assumed 
that because the percentage of revenue retained by certifi- 
cated carriers an:d brokers is different, the amount of 
mone'y paid owner-operators is different. 

Two factors usually determine the actual amounts of 
pay Kece,iwed by an owner-operator. First, the amount of 
revenue generated by a particular shipment. S’econd , the 
percentage of that revenue which is retained by the carrier 
or broker fo’r services provided. Revenue is a function of 
many variables including type of commodity, rate charged, 
and distance hauled. The revenue generated by a particular 
shipment varies significantly both among and between carriers 
and brokers. The percentage of revenue retained also varies 
between carriers and brokers; however, within each group, 
percentages are relatively consistent. As a result, GAO 
focused its review on determining whether the differences 
in percentages retained by carriers and brokers were 
justified by differences in services provided rather than 
attempting to determine the reasons for the differences 
in actual amounts paid to owner-operators, which would 
also involve determining the reasons for different revenue. 

1,CC also had two co’mments on our regression analysis. 
First, ICC s’tated that if it were true that certificated 
carriers pay less money to owner-operators than do exempt 
brokers, and that this difference co’uld’ not be fully explained 
by differences in services provided, extra regulatory costs, 
OK excess profits relative to the exempt sector, then the 
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implication ia thart carrietrip are able to somehow collude 
and exart kill daqme &it donogrQny power --the market power which 
results fr@im the $xias’tence ,of only one or a few buyers. 
ICC beliWa$'tbb 2?ii$aBflbu@od of this oecurinq would be small 
since a lr;srg@ n;umb@r lol@ tiertificated carriers would have to 
coqmra’tig sitit owner-ope~ratbre have a large number of bmkers 
to iwhom ‘they rrbn al00 sell their services. 

Secoind fi ICC stated that even if this situation was pre- 
sumed to exist, it is not surprising that no positive rela- 
tionship betwean plrolfits and use of owner-operators was 
found in the reqressfori. ICC stated that purchased trans- 
portation irsl only one input into a certificated carrier’s 
prdhctim pmraclcesej equivalent to fuel or capital, for 
PrllStcJMWk. ZOC ~~~~~~~ ffr~s will have selected the optimal 
amounter; of Ingo~Cs to maximizee their proffts, and thus 
any exp&ted aontsibmution to profits of slightly increasing 
the use of owmr-@garators (or any other input) would be 
zero. ICC s,taateB that Et is therefore reasonable that the 
coefficient on the owner-operator variable is generally 
insignificant, 

We agree with ICC that the likelihood of collusion 
among carriers is remote and that a more practical explana- 
tion for certificated carriers’ paying less money to owner- 
operators than brokers’would be differences in services, 
extra regulatory costs, or excess profits relative to the 
exempt sector. However, our Work did not show that certi- 
ficated carriers pay less money to owner-operators. We 
found that carriers retain a higher percentage of a shipment’s 
total revenue, which, as explained above, may still result 
in Owner-apsrators’ receiving equal or more actual dollars 
than they may receive from a broker who retains a smaller 
percentage of the total revenue. 

We also agree with ICC that one reason the coeffi- 
cient crf the owner-Qperator use variable was generally 
insignificant was that companies will have already selected 
optimal driver input in their production process to maximize 
profits. 

In testing our hypothesis--profitability would be greater 
for carriers that used large numbers of owner-operators--we 
realized that such a situation might only be temporary. We 
agree with ICC that over time, if greater use of owner- 
operatora was perceived to be a means of realizing higher 
profitability, carriers would respond by adjusting their usage 
of owner-operators until all carriers found the proper mix of 
drivers to maximize their profits. At this point, any 
observable difference in profit rates could not be attributed 
to the use of owner-operators. It may be the case that this 
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aB)urtment procsss has alrrrslady occurred. Our regression 
results would thckn not be able to detect the increase in 
profit rates-- if a,pmy-4+a$ @oujld brie attributed to th,e 
use of owner-operat0rs. Boweoer, before testing our hypothe- 
sis we also kmw Zclba6; mmkcsnimdl cmriera, with large invest- 
ments in equipmmt &rrB E$L aperatians, could not easily 
switch to owmr-qpa~ator use even if it were more profitable. 
As a remltp w# tseJ$a?ved that by testing our hypothesis we 
could ~aLuat~,w~~~har 66: not owner-opmator use was siqnifi- 
cmt in dMm#m3nfng ~arrfierr profitability based on anivailable 
factual data an43 slot mLy in theory. 
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CHARTER 3 

IMP&CT OP WGTOR CARRIER 

REGUL~ATGRY RHIQRM LEGISLATION I”’ I, 
Truck brokers and owner-operators told us that certificated 

carrier leasing pra&tices under ICC regulations were often 
improper. They cited such practices as improper or slow 
payments, hidden charges and deductions at settlement, and 
refusal of the right to examine freight bills. ICC, in its 
studies of leasing practices and their impact on owner- 
operators, found many examples of these abuses. 

On July 1, 1980, the Congress enacted the Motor Carrier 
Act of 1980 which, among other things, eased entry restric- 
tions to the motor carrier industry and expanded the type 
of traffic owner-operators can legally haul. ICC be1 ieves 
that these actions will help eliminate abusive certificated 
carrier leasing practices by (1) allowing owner-operators 
the opportunity to obtain their own operating authority and 
compete directly with existing certificated carriers for 
regulated traffic and (2) improving the bargaining position 
of owner-operators who want to operate under lease to exist- 
ing certificated carriers. 

We agree’ with ICC that the new legislation may help 
eliminate improper leasing practices. However, there is no 
guarantee that owner-operators will take advantage of the new 
opportunities provided by the act or that doing so will 
eliminate all leasing abuses. 

REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT 

Under the Interstate Commerce Act of 1935, all goods 
carried by for-hire trucks in interstate commerce were 
regulated except if the movements were within specified 
commercial districts of urban areas that cross State bounda- 
ries or were goods specifically mentioned as exempt commodi- 
ties-- usually unprocessed agricultural products. A company 
carrying its own goods was not subject to regulation unless 
it entered for-hire operations carrying nonexempt products. 

Carriers under ICC jurisdiction had to comply with 
certain regulations on matters of entry into the industry, 
routes or areas served, commodities handled, rates charged, 
finances, mergers, and acquisitions. Common carriers were 
required to obtain certificates of public convenience and 
necessity to make certain services available to all shippers, 
and contract carriers were required to obtain a permit to 
provide prescribed types of contract services to a small 
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number of shippers. Such certificates were granted by 
ICC only upon demonstration By the applicant that an unsatis- 
fied public need existed for the services to be performed, 
and that the applicant w&s fit, willing, and able to perform 
that service. Bawewer , the certificates were restrictive as 
to territory, routes, services, and commodities to be carried. 

In general, the process of obtaining ICC operating au- 
thority was difficult md complex and could involve substantial 
legal expenses that were beyond the resources of the small- 
fleet owner such as the owner-operator. While ICC in 
recent years had taken measures to liberalize entry into 
the regulated industry and prior to the new legislation had 
granted approximately 96.7 percent of the applications for 
operating rights, only 7 percent of these went to new car- 
riers to haul any kind of significant general cargo. There- ’ 
fore, the owner-operator had two legal options in pursuing 
business. He could either work entirely in the exempt 
commodities market or he could act as a contractor under 
lease to a certificated carrier. 

IPlPROPER LEASING PRACTICES EXISTED 
UNDER ICC REGULATIONS 

During 1977, 1978, and 1979, ICC undertook a number 
of studies of the independent trucker segment of the motor 
carrier industry ‘“to develop an accurate picture of the 
role of owner-operators as providers of transportation serv- 
ices and of the nature and extent of the difficulties they 
face.” These surveys identified a number of major problems 
that owner-operators encountered, including 

--not receiving proper payment when paid on a percent-- 
age of revenue basis, 

--slow payment by carriers for completed trips, 

--hidden charges and improper deductions at settle- 
ment, 

---charges for services that were not performed, and 

--refusal of the right to examine freight bills at 
time of settlement. 

For example, ICC’s 1977 study of owner-operator problems 
found that only 27 percent of the carriers surveyed provided 
a rated freight bill or similar information to the owner- 
operator at settlement. Without actually seeing the freight 
bill, the owner-operator has no practical way of knowing 
whether the carrier has improperly reduced the amount 
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due him by mimtatirpg the wsight o’f a given shipment, 
the appropriate rateF or the total compensation. ICC iden- 
tified the same problem in its 1978 and 1979 studies of 
owner-operators. During the course of our work, truck 
brokers and own,er-operators told us of the same improper 
certificated carrier practices, They also stated that these 
abuses are seldo’m reported to the ICC because owner-operators 
fear that certificated carriers will not provide them with 
shipments of freight if they know that the owner-operator 
has filed a formal complaint. 

In July 1979, ICC proposed requiring certificated 
motor carriers that use significant numbers of owner-operators 
to file a special report on their leasing practices. The 
report would have requested information concerning 

--the type of traffic hauled by owner-operators; 

--the method by which owner-operators are paid; 

--the location and title of carrier employees or agents 
who are responsible for preparing owner-operator 
settlement statements; 

--the method by which these employees or agents are paid; 

--cost items for which funds were deducted or offset 
by the carriers from the owner-operators’ settlements; 

--whether and in what manner detention charges are 
passed through to the owner-operators; 

--information on ‘“lumping” practices--existence and 
location of consignee facilities where owner- 
operators are subjected to demands for money in 
order to enter a plant or loading dock or to unload 
freight. 

ICC stated that the report was designed to spot- 
light those carriers whose procedures for handling owner- 
operator compensation and settlement provided a high degree 
of opportunity for abuse of leasing agreements. ICC 
added that actual abuse could only be documented through 
followup investigations by its field personnel. 

With the passage of the Motor Carrier Act of 1980, 
however, ICC has not required carriers to file this report. 
The new act specifically addresses the lumping issue, 
requiring that owner-operators be compensated for all 
costs associated with loading and unloading. ICC believes 
that other sections of the new legislation, such as revised 
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entry requisemsnts, will significantly change current 
leasing practices of certificated carriers and help eliminate 
owner-operator abuses. 

MOTOR CWRRLE,R ,Asf$G,U;;&ATO,;~ RBPORM LECHSLATION 

When cornaidpr$ag m80t08r carrier regul:atory reform legis- 
lation, the Cckngr,e,ns ,intended to increase opaortu’nities fair firms 
in the truckipg in,dus#try to opera,te withaiut interference 
from the Federal GovernnIont and to eliminate some of the 
most antimmpefitive as’pects of Federal regula,tion, Olne 
of the means th Congress used was to provide new carriers, 
including, owner-oporaLorsI incresis’ed opportunities to enter 
the trucking bNusi8ness and to provide existing carriers 
increased opportunities ta expand their operations. The 
act modifies’ the traditional public convenience and necessity 
test to make it easier for common carriers to obtain ICC 
operating certificates. 

The new act requires ICC to grant certificates to an 
applicant who makes a proper fitness showing--basically 
a good safety record and adequate insurance--and who presents 
evidence that the proposed service will provide a useful public 
purpose. An exception is made only if those persons protest- 
ing the application prove to ICC’s satisfaction that the 
proposed s’ervice is inconsistent with the public convenience 
and necessity* In other words8 the act creates a presumption 
that the proposed transportation is in the public interest 
and requires the protestant to overcome this pres’umption. 
Under the prior legislation, the public convenience and 
necessity test was directed chiefly toward protecting 
existing carriers from new and unwanted competition. 
Historically, if existing certificated carriers either 
performed or offered services similar to those being applied 
for by a new carrier, the applicant would not be permitted 
to enter the business. 

The new law also establishes qualifications which must 
be m&t before a carrier can protest an application. These 
qualifications require that the protesting carrier have 
authority to handle the same traffic and has provided such 
service during the past 12 months or has an application 
pending before ICC for substantially the same traffic. 

ICC b’elieves that’this easing of entry restrictions 
will help eliminate abusive leasing practices in two ways. 
First, existing firms will have an easier time expanding 
their operations, which could increase the demand for 
owner-o’perator services and require carriers to provide 
owner-operators with favorable leasing terms in order 
to attract and maintain their services. Second, if 
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owner-operators’ do not like the leasing arran’gement they 
obtain from certificated carriers, the new act provides 
the owner-operators with the opportunity to get their 
own operating authority and compete directly with other 
certificated carriers for the regulated traffic. 

Another significant legislative change which ICC be- 
lieves will affect leasing involves the elimination of 
the public convenience and necessity test in applications 
for authority to provide transportation (1) to any com- 
munity not regularly served by a certificated common motor 
carrier of property, (2) as a direct substitute for abandoned 
rail service, (3) for the U.S. Government (other than used 
household goods, hazardous or secret materials, and sensitive 
weapons and mu’nitions), (4) of shipments weighing 100 pounds 
or less if transported in a motor vehicle in which no one 
package exceeds 1001 pounds, and (5) of food or other edible 
products (including edible byproducts but excluding alcoho- 
lic beverages and drugs) intended for human consumption, 
agricultural limestone, soil conditioners, and agricultural 
fertilizers. 

These changes apply (1) if the transportation is 
provided by the owner of the motor vehicle, except in 
emergencies and (2) if, after issuance of the certificate, 
the transportation (measured by tonnage) does not exceed, 
annually, the exempt transportation (measured by tonnage) 
provided by the motor vehicle. In these cases, the act 
requires ICC only to consider whether or not the applicant 
meets the fitness test before granting authority to provide 
such transporta,tion. 

In effect, this change expands the number of commodi- 
ties owner-operators can haul. ICC believes this expansion 
will provide the owner-operators with an improved bargaining 
position when negotiating lease agreements with certificated 
carriers. 

These legislative changes combined with other specific 
requirements of the new act, such as provisions which make it 
unlawful to coerce a motor vehicle operator to use assistance 
or to pay for loading or unloading a shipment (lumping), and 
provisions that allow ICC, 
of Agriculture, 

in cooperation with the Secretary 
to require the use of written contracts 

governing interstate exempt agricultural moves, should, 
ICC believes, improve conditions for owner-operators 
and help reduce improper leasing practices. 

To assure that these changes occur, ICC, in conjunction 
with the Department of Transportation and the Small Business 
Administration, plans to hold over 200 seminars across 
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the country to inform owner-operators of their rights under 
the new legislation, LCC has' also established a telephone 
hotline to monitor individual owner-operator complaints. A 
record of these complaints will be used to help determine 
whether impro'per letilsi,ng practices are still occurring. 

CONcLUSIONS 

We agree with ICC that the new legislation may change 
leasing and eliminate improper certificated carrier prac- 
tices. But alltha;lugh the legislation provides owner- 
operators and other individuals the opportunity to obtain 
operating rights entitling them ta carry regulated goods, 
there is no guarantee that anyone will take advantage of the 
new freedoms or whether taking such action will eliminate 
all improper practices. Because of the evidence that 
improper leasing practices occurred in the past, we believe 
ICC needs' to monitor leasing practices as they evolve under 
the 1980 act to ensure that improper practices da not continue. 

Ultimately we were unable to arrive at answers for the 
questions we addressed in our study because the data we 
needed was not available. ICC's surveys of past leasing 
practices demonstrate that relying on complaints about abuses 
to.indicate the extent of improper practices is only partially 
effective and must be supplemented by active monitoring 
through data collection and analysis. ICC has the authority 
to collect the data it needs to properly regulate motor car- 
rier leasing --mainly lease agreements, rated freight bills, 
and settlement sheets. It should decide what data it needs-- 
apart from complalnts-- to ensure that improper leasing prac- 
tices do not continue, and it should begin collecting and 
analyzing it as soon as possible. 

We recommend the Chairman, ICC, monitor leasing practices 
by collecting and analyzing the industry data necessary to 
determine whether improper leasing practices are continuing 
under the Motor Carrier Act of 1980. ; 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION 

ICC stated that while it concurs in the report's recom- 
mendation that ICC continue to monitor leasing practices, 
it believes that liberalized general entry criteria and the 
provision allowing owner-operators to haul food and other 
edible products subject only to a fitness test should 
significantly expand owner-operator opportunities and reduce 
leasing problems. (See app. VII.) ICC stated that it will 
closely monitor the effects of these two parts of the new 
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law and noted that it is also undertaking several other ac- 
tkms related to owner-operator problems, including: 

--Reopening consideration of its leasing regulations 
to bring the leasing rules into conformance with 
recent s'tatutory changes enacted in section 15 of 
the Motor Carrier Act of 1480. 

--Conducting a study of the status of owner-operators 
as part of the effort to monitor all parts of the 
Mater Carrier Act of 1980. This study is designed 
to prolduce statistically reliable data on, among 
other things, leasing practices and problems. 

--Conducting a series of meetings around the country 
to serve as owner-operator training sessions. The 
meetings will cover all aspects of ICC trucking regu- 
lation, including leasing, and are designed to in- 
form and educate owner-operators about their position 
in the new environment created by the Motor Carrier 
Act of 1980. 

--Holding a series of public meetings to get input 
on the issue of written contracts for interstate 
shipments of agricultural and other exempt com- 
modities. The purpose of the written contract is 
to ensure full disclosure and prompt compensation. 

--Implementing a rulemaking that deals with "lumping" 
and completion of a series of meetings which examine 
how nonuniformity of State and Federal regulations 
affect owner-operators. 

ICC believes these measures, along with the provisions 
of the new law, should result in a significant reduction 
in owner-operator problems. 

We believe the actions initiated by ICC, when com- 
pleted, will implement our recommendation. 
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APBEEJDIX I APPEZNDIX I 

Oct&er 17, 197% 

Elmer B. Staats 
Comptroller General 
General Accounting Office 
441 G street, H.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Staats: 

I am writing to request the further assistance of the 
General Accounting Office in this Subcommittee’s continuing 
investigation of cwrront issues involving federal regulation 
of the trucking industry. 

Testimony in recent Subcommittee hearings has focused on 
the issue of “trip leasing” and its relationship to the reason- 
ableness of rate levels in the industry. Trip leases are the 
arrangements under which licensed carriers contract with un- 
licensed truckers -- usually owner/operators -- to haul regulated 
freight on routes which only the licensed carrier may legal.ly 
serve. In return for the effective use of the carrier’s cer- 
tif icate, the unregulated trucker pays a fee equal “to a fixed 
percentage of the revenue generated by the particular haul, 
often amounting to ZS-35%. 

In the exempt commodity sector of the market, loads and 
drivers have traditionally been brought together by agricultural 
brokers licensed by the I.C.G. Rates Ifor agricultural colmmodities 
have never been regulated, and the owner/operators who haul exempt 
laads do not need to b’e licensed by the I.C.C. In many cases, 
owner/operators and small regulated carriers with limited grants 
of operating rights find it necessary to trip lease to regulated 
carriers in order to avoid having to return empty. 

The practice of*“trip leasing,” however, may now extend far 
beyond the “empty backhaul” problem. Moreover, it may no longer 
be the means for regulated carriers to temporarily increase capa- 
city to meet unexpected demand. There is substantial evidence 
to indicate that an increasing number of I.C.C. certificated 
carriers haul no freight themselves, that they do not own any 
equipment, nor employ the requisite number of drivers needed to 
haul freight tendered to them. Indeed, it appears that owner/ 
operators may, in fact, be providing much of the service for which 
regulated carriers themselves are certificated to provide. 
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Availolble ewidence also suggests that trip leasing fees 
may be exorbitantly high. Agricultural brokers charge a fee 
of S-811 far what witnesses have testified are substantially 
equivalent services. Trip leasing practices not only make it 
difficult to determine whether carriers are actually fulfilling 
the service o’bligations set forth in their I.C.C. certificates; 
the fact that an owner/operator may still earn sufficient pro- 
fit while having to pay a 25-35% toll to a certificate holder 
indicates that rates may be substantially higher than are 
justified. 

At my instruction, the Subcommittee staff conducted a pre- 
liminary surrey which illustrates the pervasiveness of trip 
leoain piractices. 
staff f 

Using generally available information, the 
ound that approximately 15% of all Class I 6 II carriers 

of genesraP commodities (accounting for revenues in excess of 
one half billion dollars in 1976) and more than half of the 
lar est household goods carriers owned no truck tractors engaged 
in f atercity operations. The survey did not include those cer- 
tificated carriers who choose to subcontract any portion of 
their business, or the “special commodity” divisions maintained 
by many of the largest I.C.C. carriers which utilize owner,’ 
operatars exclusively. 

The development of an entire submarket of owner/operators 
and small fleets subcontracted at a fee to I.C.C. certificate 
holders, raises important questions regarding the efficiency of 
our truck transportation system and the efficacy of the current 
scheme of federal regulation. 

I am, therefore, requesting that the GAO determine the 
feasibility of initiating a study of the impact of leasing in 
the industry. Most logically, this study would emerge as an 
interim report of the GAO’s ongoing, comprehensive study of the 
aggregate effects of motor freight transportation regulation. 
As such, the leasing study would enhance the carrier estimation 
procedures being developed for use in that larger study. 

Specifically, the Subcommittee is interested in knowing the 
extent of these practices, 
segmants of the industry: 

both in the aggregate and in four 
general freight, household goods, re- 

gi erated solid freight, and iron and steel. We are interested 
h owing the differences, if any, in services rendered by I.C.C. 

certificate holders and those rendered by agricultural brokers. 
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We are also interested in knowing the reasonableness of the fees 
charged for these services, as well as any observed disparity. 
I would rtsquest that the info’rmation be compiled in a namer 
that will enable the GAO to estimate the excess cost, if any, 
attributable to this practice. 

Thank you for your continu’ cooperation in these matters. 

si , 

Edward M. Kennedy 
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II 

DETERMINATION OF TRUCK BROKER UNIVERSE 

In February 1980, we sent mailgrams to all firms that we 
could identify as potential truck brokers in the United 
States-- exclwding Alaska and Hawaii. The mailgram was de- 
signed to determine 

--if the firm did operate as a truck broker, 

--whether the firm arranged for the movement of exempt 
goods dunring 1979, and 

--if we had the firm’s correct name and address. 

The survey universe was limited to parent operations. We did 
not include any branch offices because we would be obtaining 
duplicate financial and operational data from the parent 
firm when we received their questionnaire. 

METHODOLOGY 

Our original universe of potential truck brokers was se- 
lected from the fall 1979 editions of the Packer Red Book 
and the Produce Reporter Company’s Blue Book. We also ex- 
amined the fall 1978 edition of the National Backhaul Guide 
published by J. J. Keller and Associates, the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture’s mailing list for its distribution of 
the Fruit and Vegetable Truck Cost Report, and the membership 
list of the United Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Association. 
The original universe consisted of all firms that were 
either identified as truck brokers by these publications 
or whose organizational name indicated that they may be truck 
brokers. 

We sent mailgrams to 1,051 firms which we identified 
as potential truck brokers of exempt commodities from these 
sources. 

After two followups to nonresponding firms, we received 
907 (86.3 percent) responses, of which 182 (17.3 percent) had 
to be excluded because they were not truck brokers who 
arranged for the movement of exempt goods during 1979. Also, 
of the original 1,051 mailgrams, 60 (5.7 percent) were 
undel iver able. 

Because of excluded and undeliverable mailgrams, as well 
as 144 (13.7 percent) nonrespondents, we adjusted our 
original universe downward by 386 firms, or 36.7 percent (17.3 
percent were not brokers of exempt commodities during 1979; 
5.7 percent were undeliverable mailgrams; and 13.7 percent 
were nonrespondents). As a result, from the original universe 
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of 1,051 firms, we idl~antified 66'5 firms that reopo,nded that 
they were truck brokers of exempt commodities during 1979. 

Adjuated,Truck Broker Universe 

Number of Firms P@t,,$!lc?nt# 

Original universe 1,051 100.0 

Less: negative responses 182 17.3 

Less: undeliverable mailgram 60 5.7 

Less: nonresgondents 144 13.7 

Total deletions 386 36.7 

Total adjusted universe of 
truck brokers 665 63.3 
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MlWHGDCWCY ARD RRS:ULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 

SURVEY OF TRUCK BROKERS 

In early 19'80, we sent questionnaires to 665 truck brokers 
located in the contiguous United States. The questionnaire 
was designed to 

--determine certain general financial and operating 
characteristics of truck brokers, 

--determine the fees that truck brokers charge owner- 
operators when arranging for transportation 
of exempt and regulated commodities, 

--identify the services provided to owner-operators 
who use truck brokers, and 

--determine what portion of the truck brokers' fee 
covers costs incurred for services provided to owner- 
operators and what portion is allocated to some other 
account. 

The survey universe was limited to the headquarters offices 
of truck brokers to avoid obtaining duplicate data from branch 
offices. We also surveyed only those truck brokers who 
arranged for the transportation of exempt commodities during 
1979 so we would be able to compare the recent operations 
of truck brokers in the exempt market with the recent opera- 
tions of certificated carriers in the regulated market. 

METHODOLOGY 

Our universe of truck brokers was determined by sending 
a mailgram to 1,051 firms which we identified from various 
sources as potential truck brokers of exempt commodities 
during 1979. (See Appendix II for details on universe selec- 
tions.) As a result of this mailgram effort, 665 firms repre- 
sented our universe and were sent questionnaires. 

After two followups to nonresponding truck brokers, 
we received 355 responses, of which 67 (18.8 percent) had 
to be excluded for one of the following reasons: 

--The firm was no longer a truck broker of exempt 
commodities. 

--The firm was no longer in business. 

--The firm did not use owner-operators to move exempt 
commodities. 
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--The firm was a subsidiary whose parent organization 
responded to our questionnaire. 

As a result of excluded questionnaires, our universe was 
adjusted downward to 548 firms (original universe of 6'65 less 
67 excluded questionnaires). 

From the adjusted universe of 598, we received 288 usable 
responses, a 48.1 percent response rate. 

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES 
TO SELECTED QUESTIONS 

The following section summarizes answers to selected 
questions from the questionnaire. Because some truck brokers 
did not answer specljfic questions or the question was not 
applicable to their particular operations, the number 
of responses to individual questions varies. 

QUESTION 

ANSWER: 

Type of 
vehicle 

Trucks 

Tractors 

Trailers 

QUESTION 

ANSWER: 

1: During 1979, approximately how many vehicles did 
your firm own, if any? 

286 truck brokers responded to this question as 
follows: 

Average 
number 

Do not own Own vehicles 
vehicles Percent vehicles Percent owned 

268 94 18 6 7 

205 72 81 28 14 

192 67 94 33 19 

3: Of the total trips your firm arranged during 
1979 (including trips made by your own trucks), 
approximately what percent were driven by the 
following types of drivers? 

275 truck brokers responded to this question 
as follows: 
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(1) 

(21 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Driven by employees of your own firm who 

(a) drove your trucks 

(b) drove their own trucks 

Driven by independ,ent owner-operators who 

(a) worked on a relatively permanent basis 

(b) worked on a single trip basis 

(c) worked on so’me other basis 

Driven by employees of another trucking company 

Driven by employees of a shipper (private) 

Other drivers 

Total 

10 

5 

32 

23 

2 

25 

2 

1 

100 

QUESTION 4 : Of the total trips your firm arranged during 
1979 (including trips made by your own trucks), 
approximately what percent were interstate 
trips? 

ANSWER: 285 truck bro’kers responded to this question. 
Of the total respondents, 244 (86 percent) 
arranged for interstate trips 91 to 100 percent 
of the time. 

QUESTION 5 : Of the total trips your firm arranged during 1979 
(including trips made by your own trucks), 
approximately what percent carried less-than- 
truckload (under 10,000 pounds) shipments? 

ANSWER: 283 truck brokers responded to this question. 
Of the total respondents, 266 (94 percent) 
had less-than-truckload shipments between 0 
and 10 percent of the time. 
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QUESTIQN 6: Does your firm own any ICC certificates? 

ANSWER: 286 truck brokers responded to this question. 
Of the total respondents, 234 (82 percent} 
did not own any ICC certificates. The 52 
brokers that-did own certificates used 
them as follovsz 

Use of own ICC certificate Number of truck brokers Percent 

Frequently 36 69 
Occasionally 6 11 
Seldom 5 
Never 5 ix 

QUESTIQN 8: If your firm arranged any trips of regulated 
goods in 1979 (including trips made by your 
own trucks), approximately what percent of 
your total regulated trips were hauled under 
the following arrangements? 

ANSWER: 286 truck brokers responded to this question. 
Of the total respondents, 100 (35 percent) 
arranged for trips of regulated golods as fo’llows: 

Method used to move regulated qoods Percent of respondents 

Using your own ICC certificate 29 
Using someone else’s ICC certificate 43 
Using an exemption granted to an 

agricultural cooperative 16 
Using some other arrangement 12 - 

QUESTION 10: During 1979, what kinds of regulated and exempt 
commodities were hauled in the trips your firm 
arranged (includ’ing trips made by your own 
trucks)? 

ANSWER: 100 truck brokers responded to the regulated 
portion of this question as follows: 
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(1). Regulated commodities 

General freight 
Heavy machinery 
Liquid pretrol&um 
Refrigerated products 
Motor vehicles 
Building materials 
Other regulated goods 

APPENDIX I I I 

Percent of 
total regulated tons 

40.9 
1.0 
0.2 

37.5 
0.1 
6.8 

13.5 

100.0 

ANSWER: 284 truck brokers responded to the exempt portion 
of this question as follows: 

Fresh fruits and vegetables 
Nuts 
Fresh and frozen poultry 
Livestock 
Fresh eggs 
Grain 
Fresh milk and cream 
Fresh and frozen fish 
Horticultural commodities 
Other exempt goods 

Percent of 
total exempt tons 

67.7 
1.4 
9.0 
0.1 
1.2 
4.6 
0.4 
2.8 
6.2 
6.6 

100.0 

QUESTION 11: For the trips your firm arranged during 1979, 
(including trips made by your own trucks) what 
was: (1) the average length of these trips, 
(2) the average weight hauled, and (3) the 
average gross revenue received per trip? 

ANSWER: 278 truck brokers responded to the first and 
third parts of the question. 282 truck brokers 
responded to the third part as follows: 

Average length of trip: 1,423 miles 

Average weight hauled: 40,566 pounds 

Average gross revenue: $1,395 
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QUESTION 12: During 1979, approximately how many full and part- 
time employees worked in each of the follwing 
categories? 

ANSWER: 278 truck brokers responded to this question as 
follows: 

Type of qmnployee 

Truck brokers 
(dispatchera~) 

Truck drivers 
Others 

Full-time employees Part-time employees 

3.0 0.3 

QUESTION 14: 

ANSWER: 

Approximately what was your firm's total operat- 
ing revenue for 1979 (including payments to 
drivers)? 

287 truck brokers responded to this question as 
follows: 

Total operating revenue 

Less than $500,000 
$500,000 to $2,999,999 
$3,000,000 and over 

Number of truck brokers 

57 
166 

64 

QUESTION 25: How many years has this firm been in business? 

ANSWER: 284 truck brokers responded that they had been in 
business an average of 11.8 years. These firms 
were in business as follows: 

Range of years Number of truck brokers 

1 to 5 108 

6 to 10 11 to 20 izi 
21 to 30 46 
31 to 40 13 
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U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 

TIAZlJE=K 8P310KER SURVEY 

INSTRUGTIONS ~ II. DESCREPTIONOFFERM'SQPERATlONS: 

This questionnaire is designed to be answered by someone I, During 1979, approximately how many vehicles did 

knowledgeable of your firm’s recent financial experience. your tirm own, if any? (F&M jX &I &e b&mkr) 

However, if your firm employs many truck brokers, it should For example, if your firm ownraed 2501 trucks during 

be completed b’y a company executive. Please keep in mind 1979,enter / /Z/ /O/ 

when filling out this questionnaire that we are interested in If none, enter ///c/g/ 

all trips that your firm brokered or arranged during 1979, Numbers 
and trips made by your own empioyees and trips made in 
your own trucks. We need this data to obtain a profile on the Trucks / / / / / (7-10) 

operating characteristics of truck brokers. Answers should (11-14) 
apply to all branches as well as headquarter activities and will 

Tractors / / / / / 

be kept confidential. 
Trailers / / / / / (15-18) 

In answering the questionnairr,please ignore the numbers 
2. For the trips that your firm arranged during 1979 

in parentheses: they are for our keypunchers. We realize that 
(including trips made by your own trucks), approx- 

it may be difficult for you to provide specific answers to 
imately what were the total number of trips, miles, 
and tons? (Please fill in the blanks.) 

some of the questions; however. your best estimates will be 
very valuable to our study. If you have any questions. call 
:ollect either Jim Yeager or Barry Florence at (202) 375- 
5885. 

Please enclose your completed questionnaire in the self- 
dddressed envelope and return it within IO days. If the enve- 
lope is misplaced. mail your completed questionnaire to: 

U.S. General Accounting Office 
ATTN: Mr. Jim Yeager 
441 G St..N.W.. Rm. 6126 
Wastington. DC ‘0548 

Total trips ////1///// 

Total miles 
r///_L///// 

Total tons 
1///_11//// 

3. Of the total trips given in question 2, approximately 
what percent were driven by the following types of 
drivers? (PleuseflN in the bkmks.) NOTE: ENTRIES 
SHOULD TOTAL 100% OF YOUR TOTAL TRIPS. 

(I ) Driven by employees of your 
own firm who 

We are most grateful for your cooperation. for we can- 
not make a meaningful report to the Congress without your 
participation and assistance. 

0 Check here if you would like to receive a copy of 
the results of our survey. 

(a) drove your trucks 
+g 

(b) drove their own trucks / Ay -/sli/% 

(2) Driven by independent owner 
operators who 

I. RESPONDENTINFORMATION: 
(b) worked on a single trip 

basis W” 

Name 
(c) ;$ed on some other / $ -iO ,/” 

Title (3) Driven by employees of / / / /% 
another trucking company (61 - 63) 

Telephone Number ( 1 
(Area Code) 

(4) Driven by employees of a 
Number shipper (private) +742+” 

(5) Other drivers 
++” 

100% of total 

-I- trips 
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4. Of the total trips given in questian 2, approximately 8. If your firm arranged any trips of regulated goods 
what pencenl were for interstate ttips? @e~sefiU in in 1979 (including trips made by your own trucks), 
the bkmks.) approximately what percen,t of your total regulated 

trips were hauled under the f&wing, arrmgements? 
,L-&!J% (70.72) (Flemr filr in the bimks. If your firm did not 

amwage for any trips of regukzted goods, skip this 
5. 01f the tcbtal trips given in qura&m 2, approximately question.) 

P 
ercent carried less tham trucktoad (tmruder 10.000 
bs.) shipments? (P&we fiE& fn thee bkamnks.) percent of 

Reguia ted Trips 
L-L!J% P-9) - using your own ICC / 1 / /a (29-31) 

6. Does your firm awni any KC cartificates? certificate 
(Cheek one.) VW - using someone else’s / / / 1% (32-34) 
0 Yes - If “Yes,” how often does your firm use ICC certificate 

theac osntiflcates? (Ckck one.) 
- using an exemption / r’ / /% (35-37) 

Cl FrequentIy granted to an agri- 
cultural cooperative 

Cl Occasionally 
- using some other I / / / % (38-40) 

0 Seldom arrangement (Please 
* expiain.) 

0 Never 
/ / / /% (41-43) 

cl No 
/ / //% (44-46) 

7. Of the total trips, miles, and tans given in question 
2, approximately what percent of these were used / / / /% (47-49) 
in hauling regukted and exempt goods? If your 
firm did not arrange any trips of regulated goods in 100%. of Regulated Trips 
1979, plelrse fill in &QOJ % next to the “Exempt 
goods” lines and answer the rest of the questions 9. Approximately what percent of your total exempt 
with respect to exempt goods only. (please fill in trips were hauled by each of the following types of 
the blunks.) carriers? (Please fill in the b!anks.) 

Percent of trips 

Regulated goods 

Exempt goods 

Percent of miles 

Regulated goods 

Exempt goods 

Percent of tons 

/ / / /% (11-13) 

/ / / /% (14-16) 
100% of Total Trips 

/ / / /% (17-19) 

/ / / /% (20-22) 
100% of Total Miles 

Percent of 
Exempt Trips 

(1) ICC certificated / / / /% (53-55) 
carriers 

(2) Non ICC certifi- 
cated carriers 

(A) Private / / / 1% (5648) 

(B) Exempt 
Goods 

/ / / /% (59-61) 

%lY 

Regulated goods / / / /% ‘(23-25, 
(C) Other / 1 / /% (62-64) 

Exempt goods 
w (26-28’ 

100% of Exempt Trips 

100 of Total Tons 

-2- 
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IO. During 1979, what kinds of re@tted arrd exempt 
commodities were hauled in the trips your firm 
arranged (including trips made by yo’urown trucks)? 
(Fhwse .?X in (I} the peWent of told regulated 
tons - if’ aq---jar e&r reg&led crrmmodity gtvup, 
and (2) the percent of total exempt tons jtit each 
exempt commo&y gfarfdp. ) 

Percent oFTotal 
(1) Regulated Commodities Regulated Tons 

General freight / / i /z (7-9) 

1 I, For the trips your firm arranged during 1979, 
(including trips made by your own trucks) what 
was: (1) the average length of these trips, (2) the 
average weight hauled, and (3) the average gross 
revenue received per trip? (Please fill III the blanks.) 

( I ) Average length / / / / /MiEes 
of trip (7-10) 

(2) Average weight ///Pounds 
hauled (11-15) 

Heavy machinery / / i /%/IO-12) 
(3) Average gross /~/DoBars(16 20, 

revenue 

Liquid petroleum / i i /%((13-IS/ 12. During 1979, approximately how many full and 

Refrigerated products / / / /%(1648j 
part-time employees worked in each of the follow- 
ing categories? (P/ease jM in 6he bkwks. ) 

Motor vehicles 

Building materials 

/ / / /%(19-21J 

/ / / i % (22-24) 

Full-time Part-time 
Emptoyees Employees 

(1) Truck Brokers 
Other regulated commodities (Please specify.) ww (Dispatchers) - 

/ / / /% (25-27) (2) Truck Drivers 

/ i / / % (28-30) 
+%p+w 

/ / / /%(31-331 
(3) Others 

qTi&qiw 

100% of Regulated Tons 13. During 1979, approximately how many shippers 
and owner operators did you deal with? (Please fiZ1 

Percent of Total in the blnks.) 
(2) Exempt Commodities Exempt Tons 

Number 

Fresh fruits and / / / /a (34-36) 
vegetables Shippers of exempt products 

w 

Nuts / / i / % (37-39) 

/ / / /(?I (40.42) 
Shippers of regulated products 

Fresh and frozen +kw 
pout t ry 

Owner operators 
Livestock / / / /%(43-q q&p 

Fresh eggs / / / / % (40-48) 

Grain / / / / %(4Y-Si) III. FINANCIAL INFO~RMATION 

Fresh milk and cream / / / / % (SZ-54) 14. Approximately what was your firm’s total operating 

Fresh and frozen fish / / / / ‘% (55-57) 
revenue for 1979 (including payments to drivers)? 
(Please fill in the blanks.) 

tiorticulturaf 
commodities 

/ / / / % (58-60) / / / / / / / / / / Dollars (7-15) 

Other exempt commodities (Please specifl.) 

/ / / / %#I-63) 

/ / / / c/o (64-66) 

/ / / /%(67-69) 

100% of Exemp I Tons 

IS. Approximately what percent of this revenue was 
obtained from trips made by your own trucks? 
(Please j21 in the blanks. ) 

(16-M/ ////a 

-3- 
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16. Approximately what percent of this revenue was 
obtained from hauling regulated and exempt com- 
modities? (F&r~cfiE tIr the M&s.) 

Percent of Revenue 

Regwlsted commodities / / / / w (E9-211 

Exempt comm~cjhdllties / 1 / J % (22-24) 

20. What is your urNual, brokerage fee (as a parcon of 
revenue or in cents per mile) for armflging trlRS 01 
regulated an,d exempt com~modities? (P!e@se fl!! bt 

the bhks.) Pi 

Regulated Exempt 
-  P  

Brokerage fee with- 
out an advance and (s-lol x 
without a trailer 

17. For 1979, app~roximrtely what were your total 
operating expen~rrs? (P!we f#l k the blnks.) 

/ / I’ /I’ .’ d! / / / Dolhus (25-331 

18. Of these operat,hg exlBansas, absout what percent 
were incurred when aerlerngbtg fo’r shipment of 
reguhated an,d exempt oommo~dlflles? CpreoJe fill 
in the Bbvtks.) 

Brokerage fee with 
an advance to yzzy /17-19) 
ddVO1 

Brokerage fee with 
a broker/ shipper /20-22/ (23-251 
supplied trailer 

Pemalnt of Expenses 

Regulated commodities / / / / % (34-36) 

Exempt commodilies /L/ % (37-39) 

Brokerage fee with 
an advance and a iiczj (29;111 
trder 

19. For 1979, approximately what percent of your 
total operating expenses fell into each of the follow- 
ing categories? We realize tb,ut it may be dirfBcult to 
breakdown your expert&es by these activities; how- 
ever, your best estimate will be very valuable to 
our study. (P!ir4se fill in the bhks,) 

Percent of Total 
Operating Expenses 

Linehaul (including 1 1 /w /40-41) 
paym’en ts to drivers) 

Pickup and delivery I// 5% 142 -43) 

Billing and collecting 1 1 /I (44-45) 

Platform i / / 5% (46-471 

Terminal //% W-@) 

Maintenance / / /% PJll 

Traffic and saLes / / /W (52-W 

Insurance and safety 1 / /% (54-W 

General and adminis- / / /% ws7t 
tralive 

lCNI% of Total Operating Expenses 

-4- 
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IV. SERVICES PROVIDED EY FIRM 

I! I. During 1979, how often did you pnovide any or all of the following services to independent owner operators when 
you arrmged for regulated and exempt loads? {For each service check one box for bath repbtedatd exempt bads, 
if vppmpria tc.) 

Advances 

Assistance in obtainmg backhauls 

Satety mspectitms 

Cargo insurance 
-- 
I”r”-~~~nel liability insurance 

Uotlkkeeping thilli~lg. iollectinp, etc .) 

Federal and stare reporting requirements 

I’rcpare. publish, and iile rates or tariffs 

Communication network (dispatching. 
telephones. teletypes. etc.) 

Solicitalton of traffic (sales) 

State operating requirements (permits. 
I’m. licenses. etc.) I I 1 I 

I Exempt Loads Regulated Loads 

Services 

I ’ 

(32-33) 

(34-35) 

(36-3 7) 

(38-39) 

(40-41) 

(42-43) 

(4445) 

(464 7, 

(48-49) 

(50-51) 

(52-53) 

(54-551 

(56-J-7) 

(58-5 9) 

(60-61) 

(62~63j 

(64-65) 

-5- 
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22. For an average trip m,sde du&g 1979, owrgrrolximately what percent of the fee that YOU charge im@en’dent owner 
operators is either spent Ott prov+din;g the followin,g servicr or allocated to other accounts when JWU armllr$ed refit!- 
lated and exempt loads. We realbe that it may by difficult for you to breakdown your f&es by those s@Wc@s afld 
o&g ac&unts; howevat, your beat estimate will be very vaiuab’k! to our study. (H-e fila in &o I&&s in eo& 
c&m, if qpmp&ate. !&OS that the WFI of each column shouM total dOO% o,f the fee char&.) 

Percent of Fee 

services 

Advances 

Assistance in obF&ing backhaub 

Safety inspection5 

Cargo insurance 

Personnel liability insurance 

Property damage insurance 

Collision insurance 

Workmen’s Compensation 

Bookkeeping (billing, colcting, etc.) 

Negotiation of claims 

Federal and state reporting requirements 

Prepare, publish, and file rates or tariffs 

Communication network (dispatching, 
telephones, teletypa, etc.) 

Solicitation of traffic (sales) 

Regulated Loads Exemgt Loads 

f!.-LJ% &LLf% (?-IOJ 

/% f-f-f% (11-14) 

&!J% /% (15-M) 

//% /% (19-22) 

/% ///m (23-26 J 

/% /// % (2 T-3@ 

L-L/% /% (31-34) 

/% /% (35-38) 

i-d!-/% /% (3942) 

L-f-I% L-L/% (43-46) 

U% / / /% (4 7-M) 

I/% / 1 /%I (Sl-S4) 

/% / I/% (5.5-58) 

//% us (59-62) 

State operating requirements (permits, 
fees,licenses, etc.) /% /!/ % (63-66) 

Othar sarvices (as specifwd in question 2 I ) 

//% f-l!J% (7.101 

//% /% (11-14) 

LAJ% /./% (15-18) 

Other Accounts 

Operating rights (ICC certificates) /% LLJ% (1 Y-22) 

General overhead (including buildings, 
offices, terminals, etc.) /% L./S (23-26) 

Profit /% L-L/% (2 7-30) 

AU other expenses (P&e specify) 

L-L../% LL..J% (31-34) 

/% //% (3%38) 

1CWof fee 100% of fee 
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23. What chanss, if eny, de, you think should bye made 
in Federal-regulati&n of surface freight transporta- 
tion? (Phe dteck am Bm. ) We are also interested 
in any conlunenzts yam he EM]! thju toplbz. (W 

0 Total dere&&m (except for safety regulla- 
tions). This indvldaa the Freodrrm to enter any 
market and the freedom to set any rate. 

0 Partial decegwJiatihn-truckloed traffic. This 
idcludets the Ctsedom to enter any market and 
the freedom to set any rate for truckload ship- 
ments only. 

f3 Partial deregulatio&ackhaul traffic. This in- 
cludes the freedom to carry any commodities 
and to set any rate for backhauls only. 

0 No changes in current regulations. 

q Increased regulation. This includes regulation 
of all commodities that. are currently exempt, 
and the licensing w bonding of truck brokers 
of exempt goods. 

0 Other changes. @‘ease specify.) 

Comments. (40-42) 

24. Please comm#ent on whether or not you feel that the 
leasing fees certificated motor carriers charge owner 
operators are justified. (43-45) 

25. How many years has this firm been in business? 
(Please fiil in the b&n&s.) 

/// Years (46 _ 47) 

Thank you very much for your cooperation. 

-7- 
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Tables 1 through $1’ ’ &if tbdi El;dd%‘NWB;h,iF “~@MMtgi 8:WM3%$$~ 
operating’ rwehuediF ~~~~~~~,~~~,,~ I &Ul i’n&~mw bmy five &tegor ies 
of owner-operator usa for carriers of eight different 
commomdities. In .a few ceases the differences between total 
opezat$ng rorl&ah wi@~ t~bt~iq ‘Qlpemi%t;ei%g expenses do not 
equaL B’&er(lrt Wg in,Wtie r’ Ty1is diffir~enee occurred because of 
rounding and the way certain missing values were handled. 
The data use8 in this; analysis was obtained from the 1978 
motor cerrrier annual reports of 2,090 aJ Class I and Class II 
certificated carriers as published on computer magnetic 
tape by the American Trucking Associations, Inc. The 
number of carriers analyzed is somewhat less than the total 
universe because not all carriers provided data on one 
or more of the variables used in the tabulation. 

aJSee pages 12 and 13. 
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Item 

Operating revenue 2.66 2.08 1.70' 

Linehaul 
Pickup & delivery 
Bill & collect 
Platform 
Terminal 
Traffic & sales 
Maintenance 
Insurance & safety 
General & 

administrative 
Total operating 

expenses 

Operating income 

Mean haul - miles 193 320 306 414 
Mean load - tons 9.2 12.0 11.6 11.5 
Number of carriers 556 122 60 32 

0.78 0.80 0.71 0.88 
0.98 0.59 0.47 0.,44 
0.09 0.06 0.03 0.02 
0.25 0.17 0.08 0.05 
0.15 0.13 0.07 0.05 
0.08 0.06 0.05 0.04 
0.05 0.03 0.03 0.01 
0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 

0.22 

2.55 

0.11 

0.13 

2.00 

0.07 

0.13 

1.58 

0.11 

II 

1.863 

0.08 

1.59 

0.05 

1.58 

1.14 
0*14 
0.02 
0.03 
0.04 
0.04 
0.01 
0.01 

0.12 

1.54 

0.04 

411 
13.7 

70 
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Table 2 

1tsm Pwqxyentaqe of owner-operator miles 
O-S;uli '5-3ro1% 30-60% 60-90% 90-100% 

Operating revenue 2.05 2.33 1.74 1.52 1.92 

Linehaul 
Pickup & delivery 
Bill & collect 
Platform 
Terminal 
Traffic & sales 
Maintenance 
Insurance & safety 
General & 

administrative 
Total operating 

expenses 

Operating income 

Mean haul - miles 279 64 440 
Mean load - tons 11.2 22.2 10.5 
Number of carriers 25 6 6 

1.43 1.63 1.01 
0.09 0.00 0.45 
0.01 0.02 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.04 0.06 0.03 
0.06 0.14 0.02 
0.08 0.21 0.03 
0.01 0.01 0.01 

0.21 0.22 

1.93 2.29 

0.12 0.04 

0.15 

1.71 

0.03 

1.18 
0.01 
0.01 
0.00 
0.04 
0.05 
0.01 
0.01 

0.12 

1.43 

0.09 

290 
12.1 

8 

1.61 
0.00 
0.01 
0.00 
0.04 
0.05 
0.01 
0.02 

0.16 

1.92 

0.01 

631 
13.7 

16 
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Table 3 

APPENDIX IV 

Item Pe,l;cmtagee af awner-oper9tcm miJc)is 
O-9% S-30% 30-60% 60-90% 900100% 

Operating revenue 1.29 1.10 1.03 1.05 I.*21 

Linehaul 
Pickup & delivery 
Bill & collect 
Platform 
Terminal 
Traffic & sales 
Maintenance 
Insurance & safety 
General & 

administrative 
Tatal operating 

expenses 

Operating income 

Mean haul - miles 126 121 156 183 116 
Mean load - tons 15.1 13.4 15.5 15.5 15.2 
Number of carriers 83 35 29 6 11 

1.04 0.86 0.83 0.89 3.01 
0.01 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.00 
0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 
0,OQ 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
0.04 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.03 
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

0.08 0.07 0.05 0.02 0.08 

1.22 1.05 

0.07 0.05 

0.99 

0.04 

1.00 

0.06 

1.17 

0.04 
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Table 4 

APPENDIX IV 

II expermesp and income in cents 
Brrs; of refriqarated graducts; 

Item Percentage of owner-operator miles 
Q-59 5-3'0% 30-60% 60-90% 90-l:OO% 

Operating revenue 

Linehaul 
Pickup & delivery 
Bill & collect 
Platform ' 
Terminal 
Traffic & sales 
Maintenance 
Insurance & safety 
General & 

administrative 
Total operating 

expenses 

Operating income 

Mean haul - miles 503 870 883 770 
Mean load - tons 11.0 16.1 15.5 14.8 
Number of carriers 37 17 20 22 

1.20 1.11 

0.81 0.85 0.69 0.84 
6.11 0.10 0.08 0.01 
01.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01 
0.04 0.02 0.01 0.02 
0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 
0.03 0.01 0.02 0.01 
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

0.08 0.06 0.05 0.07 

1.15 1.09 

0.05 0.02 

0.89 1.04 

0.87 1.00 

0.02 0.05 

0.91 

0.78 
0.01 
a. 00 
0.00 
0.02 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 

0.05 

0.88 

0.03 

979 
15.9 

40 
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Table 5 

Item Percentage of owner-operator miles 
O-5% S-30% 30-60% 60-90% 90-100% 

Operating revenue 

Linehaul 
Pickup & delivery 
Bill & collect 
Platform 
Terminal 
Traffic & asales 
Maintenance 
Insurance & safety 
General & 

administrative 
Total operating 

expenses 

Operating income 
or loss 

Mean haul - miles 574 558 400 286 980 
Mean load - tons 15.1 13.4 14.3 14.8 15.8 
Number of carriers 51 23 16 15 6 

0.88 0.88 

0.72 0.69 0.95 1.33 0.95 
0.00 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.00 
0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 
0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 
0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 
01.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 
0.05 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.01 
0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

0.05 0.05 

0.83 0.84 

0.05 0.04 0.02 -.08 0.00 

1.12 1.49 1.07 

0.08 0.13 0.09 

1.10 1.57 1.07 
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Table 6 

Item Percentage of owner-operator miles 
o-s* 5-30s 30-60% 6~040% 90*11QQ% 

Operating revenue 1.34 1.61 2.46 1,2% 

Linehaul 
Pickup & delivery 
Bill & collect 
Platform 
Terminal 
Traffic & sales 
Maintenance 
Insurance & safety 
General & 

administrative 
Total operating 

expenses 

Operating income 0.06 0.09 0.05 0.06 

Mean haul - miles 259 184 736 125 
Mean load - tons 7.5 6.7 15.7 8.0 
Number of carriers 31 6 0 2 2 

1.04 1.15 2.30 0.95 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.10 0.21 0.02 0,013 
0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 
0.03 0.04 0.01 0.00 
0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 

0.09 0.09 0.06 0.20 

1.28 1.52 2.41 1.18 
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Table 7 

Iteti . 

Operating revenue 

Linehaul 
Pickup & delivery 
Bill & collect 
Platform 
Terminal 
Traffic & sales 
Maintenance 
Insurance & safety 
General & 

administrative 
Total operating 

expenses 

Operating income 0.04 0.06 0.04 

Mean haul - miles 225 272 248 
Mean load - tons 14.8 14.3 14.8 
Number of carriers 39 24 30 

EWcentaqe of o’uner-&erator milsls 
O-f% S-30% 30060% 641-90% 9&lQ@% 

1.13 1.32 

0.89 1.05 
0.04 0.03 
0.00 0.01 
0.00 0.00 
0.01 0.01 
0.01 0.02 
0.05 0.03 
0.01 0.00 

0.08 0.10 0.06 

1.09 1.26 1.01 

1.05 

0.88 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.02 
0.01 
0.03 
0.01 

1.0s 

0.88 
0.03 
0.00 
0.00 
0.02 
0.01 
0.01 
0.00 

0.09 

1.05 

0.04 

315 
16.6 

13 

0.89 

0.75 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.02 
0.02 
0.01 
0.01 

0.06 

0.87 

0.02 

570 
16.5 

24 
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Average operatin~'ll'TIven~~c expensesr and income in cents 
per mile far 607 cpb'rciers of '"other commodities" 

Item 

Operating revenue 1.50 1.18 1.18 1.12 1.15 

Linehaul 
Pickup & delivery 
Bill c collect 
Platform 
Terminal 
Traffic b sales 
Maintenance 
Insurance & safety 
General & 

administrative 
Total operating 

expenses 

Operating income 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.05 

Mean haul - miles 297 330 306 425 589 
Mean load - tans 10.8 13.1 13.6 13.6 14.3 
Number of carriers 273 89 74 70 101 

Percentage of owner-operator miles~ 
O-5% 5-30% 3O-60% 6Q-9Q% 9thJ.OO% 

0.98 0.90 0.91 0,89 0*90 
0.13 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.07 
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
0*02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 
0.06 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 
0.03 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 
0.05 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.01 
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

0.14 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 

1.43 1.13 1.12 1.09 1.10 
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REGRESSIOM ANALYSIS 

This appendix provides the technical details of the 
regressioln analylflis dislaussed in chapter 2 of this report. 
Tables l-4 show the regression coefficients for all 
variables in the analysis. These numbers show the magni- 
tude and directfo8n elf the relationship between an indepen- 
dent variable such as region, 
variable-- 

haul, or load and a dependent 
the measure of profitability--such as rate of re- 

turn on equity. 

A positive sign with the coefficient means the vari- 
ables move in the same direction; that is, the dependent 
variable increases with an increase in the independent 
variable or the dependent variable decreases with a de- 
crease in the independent variable. A negative sign means 
the variables move in opposite directions. The magnitude 
of the coefficient is an indicator of the degree of the 
relationship b#etween any given independent variable 
and the dependent variable. Since the independent variables 
used in our regression are in different units--miles and 
tons-- the coefficients are not comparable among the inde- 
pend’ent variables. 

The numbers in parenthesis are ‘T” values. These are 
indicators of the statistical significance of the coeffi- 
cients being different from zero. The larger the absolute 
number, the more confident we are in the significance 
of the coefficients. 

Authorities disagree on whether tests of significance 
should be used in analyses such as these. In’one sense, 
our analyses were based on universal data, not a sample of 
data, and the statistical test for significance would not 
be appropriate to use because all the coefficients should 
be considered significant. On the other hand, the data 
can be considered as a l-year sample of many years and 
under this assumption the statistical tests for signifi- 
cance would be appropriate. 

The numbers below the line on the tables (the values 
of RZ and F] are other indicators of how accurately the 
regression equation, as a*whole, expresses the relation- 
ship among the variables. The “R” expresses the pre- 
dictive power of the equation by identifying the percentage 
of the variation in a dependent variable that is explained 
by the independent variables. The “F” value indicates 
the statistical significance of the relationship expressed 
by the equation. As a general rule, the larger these 
values are, the more reliable the regression equation is. 
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Many regression equations express the relationship 
among variables poorly. This usually indicates that 
other important variables should have been included in the 
equation or that technical problems exist with the: analysis. 

The data used in this analysis was obtained from the 
1978 motor carrier annual reports of 1,588 Class I and Class 
II certificated carriers as published on computer magnetic 
tape by the American Trucking Associations, Inc. Theqe 
were fewer carriers used in the regression analysis than 
in the tabulation analysis (see app. IV} because not all 
carriers provided data on one or more of the variables 
used in the analysis. 
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Table1 

L-dpendent 
variable 

Cdity g mup 1 (general freight) Cowdity group 3 (heavy freiqhtf 
t-l 

Depmdent variable !Jepandent variable w 
Rate of return Rate of return Rate of return 

on revanue c 

Region 1 -0.01614 
(A.53) 

Region 2 5.00293 -0.27434 
f-0.34) (-1.52) 

Region 3 -0.cKl945 
(-1.13) 

-0.17169 
(5.97) 

Region 4 4 0279& 
(+5.281 

Regiwt 5 

Regiaf 6 

Region 7 

Region 8 

Haul (miles) 

Percent of Our&BP- 
operator miles 

Load (tons) 

Revenue (dollars) 

+0.00837 
(+0.73) 

-0.00216 
(-0.21) 

+0.01471 
(+1.19) 

+0.01195 
(ffl.91) 

-2 04E-09' 
(-i-72) 
-0.00612 
C-0.73) 

0 3180@' 
(i-78) 

-0.06794 
(-0.x)) 

0.05483 
(0.30) 

0.20442 
(0.84) 

0.05533 
(0.26) 

0.29795 
(1.14) 

-0.12619 
C-0.45) 

0.11149 
(0.10) 

43 .on446 
(+D.O9) 

0.14808 
(0.25) 

0.22532 
(1.39) 

8.7E-05 
(0.35) 

-0.118El1 
C-0.67) 

-0.00478 
(-0.44) 

l.OBE-10 
(0.13) 

1.6E-05 
(0.03) 

0.24470 
(0.61) 

-8.53E-07 
(-0.02) 

-0.03533 
(-1.25) 

to,Oolll 
(Kl.48) 

+1.35E-O9 
(+1*35f 

0.0(1020 
(0.36) 

0.32385 
(0.98) 

0.02682 
(0.97) 

0.0!3012 
co.791 

+06,01566 
(-0.17) 

-0.01983 
C-0.79) 

0 a0284 
(0.37) 

1.3E-09 
(+0.71) 

9. 2X;oP 
(0.77) 

2.86E-89 
(0.86) 

R2 0 .a640 0.0187 0.0169 0.2626 0.2933 8.3151 G 

F 3.97 1.10 1.00 0.71 0.83 0.92 E 

Number of carriers 709 709 709 37 37 37 c 

0.27448 
(0.68) 

-1 0851%' 
(-i.141 

-0.06124 
(-0.15) 

-0.24559 
(-0.61) 

0.10311 
(0.25) 

0.15077 
(0.28) 

0.32007 
(0.661 

0.42491 
(0.71) 

+0.04csl5 

-0.02315 
(-0.42) 

-0.00233 
f-0.05) 

-0.02040 
(-0.52) 

+0.00554 
co.121 

+0.00179 
(+0.04) 

+0.01576 
(+n.28) 

+0.03901 
(+1.001 

-0.29533 
(d&3} 

-0.10807 
(-0.17) 

5.49765 
f-0 .%I 

-0.23106 
c-o.491 

0.04081 
(0.07) 

-0.38962 
f-0.65) 

-0.40197 
(-0.59f 

0.22566 
!0.4a) 

5.01825 
fd*lOf 

n.nn533 
fQ.59) 

4 .Ql?fB 
f-Q.141 

O,Q2588 
CO.161 

0 .QaY2f 
(0.06) 

O.CQ665 
(0.031 

0.156n9 
(1.19) 

a/The coefficimt is si~ificsntly different from zero at a 10 percent level of significance. 



lhlntant 

ffegion 1 

Regim 2 

Regim 3 

Regim 4 

Regim 5 

Region 6 

Region 7 

Region 8 

Haul (miles) 

Percent of omef- 
operntor miles 

Load (tons) 

Revenue (dollars) 

-fl.f1021s 

40 04914f’ 
t2:eq 

eoO3d 
~+i.90) 

0.25772 
(0.73) %‘% . 

O.BlO8 
fO.25) 

-1.27823 c 
Fa.65~ 

0.16330 
m.m 

-ho627 
f-a.l3? 

O.S352 
(1.23) 

0.3915 
fO.62) 

40.01554 
f4l.W) 

40.01651 
(+1.13) 

+Oa443& 
(+;.23) 

0.2Oll3 
(0.66) 

Al.f#)lxt 
C-1.31) 

+0.022% 
(+e.#t 

o.w535 
f-fLfJ2) 

0.21496 
(0.74) 

0.11378 
(0.18) 

0.14291 
(0.401 

0.69220 
fO.34) 

+0.02670 0.19780 0.26480 
(+l.M) (0.52) (0.31) 

0.2R625 
03.=t 

0.5clPa3 
(0.23) 

to.02723 
(+1.48) 

so 043& 
(+i.68) 

0.20136 
(0.521 

0.09109 
(0.10) 

iO.02683 
(+l.O5f 

i0 .Wt341~’ 
(+1.78) 

+o 0502e~ 
(J.25) 

0.32552 
(1.05) 

0.63932 
(0.36) 

0.07391 
(0.22) 

-0 8979*' 
(-i.4of 

0 0014& 
fi.83) 

0.08707 
(0.11) 

+o.c#922 
f4.38) 

0.0771 
(0.23) 

6.29898 
t-o.121 

-0.20134 
(-0.24) 

40.03483 
fe1.42) 

-1.17E-05 
(-0.32) 

+1.46E-O5 
(+l.lS) 

0.08560 
(0.2s) 

0 axI34 
ti.92) 

3.57353 
(.lE?) 

O.Ml93 
(1.10) 

O,M156 
f1.53) 

a.00613 
(-0.47) 

0.01624 
(0-W 

0.30851 
(0-M) 

-0 0264#/ 
(All) 

-0.01474 
(-0.08) 

0.8P506 
fO.89) 

+O.O0123 
(+1.46) 

-0.0205R 
(-1.15) 

0.01927 
(O-f@ 

+0.00143 
(+1.26) 

-0.01614 
(-1.02) 

-0.04532 
(-0.50) 

+2.5E-10 -1 JEE-09 -8.3E-10 +l.l7E-10 -2.UE-09 -1 *SE-M 
(+l-466) (-0.33) f-o.101 (0.29) c-O.43 C-&61) 

4.Ul362 

R2 0.1596 0.1210 0.0685 0.2610 

F 1.95 1.41 0.75 2.30 

Number of carriers 136 136 136 91 

~/The coefficient is sig!-hficantly different frost zero at a 10 percent level of siqtificmce. 

Il.1176 

0.87 

91 

0.1292’f 

0.97 
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Table 3 

Cornrnodity qraup 8 (aqricultursl comtnodities) 

Oepwdmt variables 
Indepandent Rate of-return Rate of return Rate of return 

Comodity group 9 (motor vehicles) 

!-&,WdWt V8Piabh 
Rate of return Rate of return Rate of return 

cmstwt 

Regim 1 

Regim 2 

Region 3 

Regim 4 

Region 5 

Regim 6 

Regim 7 

Regim 8 

liml (miles) 

Percent of owner- 
oparabr milea 

Load (tats) 

Revenue (dollars) 

0.07067 15016& 
G.40, 

-0.19630 
(-o.3?) 

-0.17650 
(-0.47) 

0.91101 
(1.13) 

-0.06337 
(-0.20) 

0 5139sj 
(i.71) 

-0 7173& 
(-is) 

0.16094 
(0.74) 

0.08421 

0 475x& 
G.91) 

Kb.04805 
f+l..zuof 

+0.00892 
(10.30) 

+0.00158 
(0.02) 

+O.Of191 
(4.46) 

to.03771 
(+1.57) 

0.26118 
(1.40) 

-0.ocQx3 0.72320 
(-1.27) (0.59) 

-0.03414 
(-1.441 

-0.cb4495 
f-n.fi%) 

-0.01956 
(-0.47) 

iil.Ql940 
(M3.49) 

iO.05319 
(+l.ll) 

1.18934 
(1.24) 

0.38067 
(0.23) 

0.73i5a 
(0.688) 

0.45838 
(0.45) 

0.95862 
(0.781 

-0.00275 
f-0.021 

1 6755@ 
(4.19) 

0 2715*/ 
(i.70) 

a.111805 
Cl.351 

-0 Al4205 
(-0.17) 

0.20740 
(1.39) 

0.05f12 
(0.33) 

0 wea& 
(i.65) 

0.07617 
(0.34) 

0.07356 
(0.50) 

iO.00873 
(0.29) 

0.02727 
(0.15) 

-0.02024 
(-0.55) 

~I.04436 
(+0.671 

-6.67E-07 
(-0.03) 

0 04?$/ 
(-is361 

-O.l?0291 
(-1.34) 

+1.7&c-09 
(+1.09) 

AI.09250 
(-0.20) 

0.43613 
(0.52) 

0 .wo39 
(1 A31 

0.35728 
(0.87) 

+ootx327=' 
(+&41) 

+0.03783 
(+0.73) 

-0 0117A 
C-i.20) 

+l .3&C-10 
14.44) 

zli%” . 
-0 3119& 
c-i .89) 

-0.00905 
f-0.68) 

4.!%E-o9 
(0.46) 

-0.00331 
(-1.15) 

1 A6236 
(1.26) 

o.aM14 
(0.33) 

0 34404 
(i.80) 

4.00825 
C-0.42) 

-1.7x-10 
C-0.16) 

0.03862 
(0.12) 

-0.1027& 
(-3.79) 

0.06356 
(0.47) 

-3.79Ea9 
(dJ.49) 

1.81~~08 
(0.90) 

R2 0.1898 0.3216 0.%34 a.%+3 0.114 0.273 

f 1.09 2.21 2.63 1.61 0.34 0.97 

tbmbar of carriers 69 69 69 37 37 37 

e/The coefficient is siqificantly different from zero at e 10 percent level of siqificmce. 
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APPENDIX VII APPENDIX VII 

OFFICE OF POLICY AND IYNALYSIS Wmmmber 25, 19&O 

‘I Mr. Henry Eschwege, Dllrector 
Community and’ Economic Development Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Eschwege: 

We appreciate the opportunity to review the draft version of 
CA0 “6 report entitled V’ICC Needs to Eliminate Improper Leasing 
Practices by Certificated Motor Carriers.” The report provides a 
good summary of our current knowledge about motor carrier leasing 
practices and problems. The survey of transportation brokers, in 
particular, is a useful attempt at increasing that knowledge. 
Its res’ults are of interest even though it failed to conclusively 
answer the question of whether the higher percentage retained by 
certificated carriers is fully explained by the additional 
services they provide. 

The percentage of revenue charged owner-operators by 
certificated carriers could be legitimately higher because of 
differences In services provided or extra regulatory costs, as 
the report suggests. A third possibility, not mentioned in the 
report, is that the percentage Is higher simply because regulated 
carriers earn revenues which include excess profits. In other 
words, the amount of money owner-operators retain from regulated 
carriers may be equal to the amount retained from brokers for 
equal work, but It may appear as a smaller percentage of revenue 
because rates and revenue are inflated In the regulated sector. 
It cannot be assumed that because the percentage is different, 
the amount of money Is different. It would be worthwhile to 
mention the possibility of excess profits, and explain why it was 
necessary to focus on percentages rather than actual amounts of 
money charged owner-operators. 

GADiIiammt: ‘Ihepl se of our study was to determine &ether excess pro- 
fits were being made T certificated carriers that lease ‘owner-opsrators. 
Since MZ were neither able to prove nor disprove this hypothesis, we did 
not feel it was necessary to point out the fact that the posaibllity of 
excess profits still exists. We discussed why it was necessary to focus on 
percentages on page 2 5 , 
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Two, comments on the reg,ression analysis seem appropriate. 
First, if it Ifs true that regulated carriers pay less money to 
owner-operators than do eIxempt brokers, and that this difference 
cannot be fully explained by differences in services provided, 
extra regulatory c~sts~, or excess profits relative to the exempt 
sector, the implication is that they are able to somehow collude 
and exert a degree of monopsony power. That is the market power 
which results from the existence of only one or a few buyers. 
The likelihood that this could occur seems small, since a large 
number of regulated carriers would have to cooperate, and 
owner-operators have a large number of brokers to whom they could 
also sell their services. 

GM Counmnt: Our work did not show that certificated carriers pay less 
IIKICX~ to a*peroptlrators. We found that carriers retain a higher percent- 
* of a 

Kzt 

shq~31t’s rewmue, Mhich may still result in the o3443er-operators’ 
r me actual dollars ~IXRI they may receive from a broker. 
r-operators are discussed on pages 7 9 - 2T . 

Second, even If this situation was presumed to exist, It Is 
not surprising that no positive relationship between profits and 
use of owner-operators was found in the regression. Purchased 
transportation is one input into the regulated carrier’s 
production process, equivalent to fuel or capital, for instance. 
Firms will have selected the optimal amounts of inputs so as to 
maximize their profits. The expected contribution to profits of 
slightly Increasing the use of owner-operators - or any other 
input - Is zero. Therefore, it is reasonable that the 
coefficient on the owner-operator variable Is generally 
insignificant. 

GAD C2mnmnt: We discuss the basis for our hypothesis and its limitations 
on pa@%3 Iland 12. 

might 
On two relatively minor points, some additional discussion 

be helpful In the final version. First, the revenue levels 
that divide the motor carrier “classes”, mentioned on page 1 
no longer current. 

are 
A note could be added that the new level: are 

$5 million and $1 million. Second, there is no mention In the 
report of the fuel surcharge instituted by the ICC In 1978 and 
paid by carriers to owner-operators hauling regulated 
commodities. 
TL shipments, 

It currently is set at 13% of shipment revenue for 
and 2.3% of revenue for LTL shipments. It is not 

clear from the text whether or how the surcharge is accounted for 
when saying at least 25% is usually charged by regulated 
carriers. 

GAL) Qmxmznt : l[hese suggestions were incorporated on pages 1 and 2 0. 
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While we concur in the report’s recommendation that the ICC 
continue to monitor leasing practices, liberalized general entry 
criteria and the provision a;llo~wing owner-operators to haul food 
and other edible products subject only to a fitness test should 
significantly expand owner-operator opportunltles and reduce 
leasing problems. We will closely monitor the effects of these 
two parts of the new law. The Commission Is moving on several 
other fronts as well. 

* E% Parte No. MC-43 (Sub. No. 71, *‘Lease and Interchange 
of Qehlclee”, decided in January 1979, made major changes 
in the Commission+s leasing regulations. These changes 
were designed to deal with the problems found in the 1977 
and 1978 ICC studies. 

* On November 3 of this year the Commission again reopened 
consideration of Its leasing regulations in Ex Parte No. 
MC-43 (Sub. No. ll), “Lease and Interchange of Vehicles.” 
This prooeedln~ will “bring the leasing rules into 
conformance with recent statutory changes enacted In 
Section 15 of the Motor Carrier Act of 1980.” 

0 As part of the effort to monitor all parts of the Motor 
Carrier Act of 1980, the Office of Policy and Analysis 
will b’e conducting a study of the status of 
owner-operators. This study Is in the planning stage 
now, and will Include a survey of owner-operators 
designed to produce statistically reliable data. Part of 
this effort will be a section specifically devoted to 
collecting data on leasing practices and problems. 

O As the report mentions, the Commission Is planning a 
series of meetings around the country to serve as 
owner-operator training sessions. They will cover all 
aspects of ICC trucking regulation, including leasing, 
and are designed to inform and educate owner-operators 
about their position In the new environment created by 
the Motor Carrier Act of 1980. 

’ A separate series of public meetings Is planned to get 
Input on the Issue of written contracts for Interstate 
shipments of agricultural and other exempt commodities. 
The Commission, In cooperation with the Department of 
Agriculture, Is authorized by the Motor Carrier Act of 
1980 to require written contracts for these movements, 
and may specify what provisions the contracts must 
contain. The purpose of the written contract is to 
ensure full disclosure and prompt compensation. 

The Commission Is committed to tracking other owner-operator 
issues along with the leasing issue. The OPA study and the 
training program, both mentioned above, will consider the full 
range of problem areas. In addition, a rulemaking is in progress 
that deals with “lumping++, and a series of meetings has almost 
been completed which examined the relationship between state and 
federal regulations. A major purpose of these meetings was to 
examine how non-uniformity of regulation affects owner-operators. 
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Thssse mmaurea, alang with the gsovlslans of the FI~W lsw, 
should mrault tn a ai,@nlficant reduction In owner-operator 
problems. 

GM (I2mmmt: Me discusa the itqmct of motor carrier regulatory refarm 
legislatim and IOC a&m3 m pages 3 I - 3 4 . 

Thank yau for the opport ‘nlty to comment on this draft. If Pp 
I or my staff can be of further help let me know. 

I ! 

ton, Directob 
/ CSfflce of Policy and ImaYJrsie 

d U.S. G~cWWV+WLWT PRlNTlNG Of FM: 1981--341843:517 

(340530) 
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